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A software system is an aggregate of communicating modules, and there are several
different types of communication among these modules (direct, indirect, and global).
Therefore, understanding the interfaces among these modules can characterize the system
and are a major factor in the system's complexity. These interfaces could possibly also
show and predict inadequacies in the reliability and maintenance of a system. Interfaces are
defmed early in the development life cycle at a detailed or high level design stage. Know-
ing that these interfaces exist and their structure leads us to measure them for an indication
of the designed interface complexity. This designed interface complexity can then be uti-
lized for software quality assurance by allowing users to choose from among several de-
signs. With data provided by an Ada software developer, the interface complexity metrics
correlated with established metrics, but also found complex interfaces that established met-
rics missed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Introduction

The computer science field is growing as fast as new applications for computers can
be defined, and it is generating software, for applications and systems that touch every part
of our lives. It is therefore highly necessary to have standards that show how to verify and
validate the results of these software projects. Software engineering specialists try to till
this gap, and they attempt to construct standards and goals for the generation and mainte-
nance of computer projects. With these standards, the software life cycle follows along a
path paralleling the minimization of costs for development. Thus, the need for these guide-
lines is apparent.

There are many different factors that make up a good development process: design
methodologies (functional decomposition, bottom-up design, and stepwise retinement,
etc), the use of design tools (graphical [HENS89] or a design language [HENS90]), design

reviews, and the use of software quality metrics. If these factors are maintained through-
out the life cycle then some degree of software quality may be attained. I
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This thesis is focused on the development of a particular software quality metric
which measures the communication (or interface) connectivity between two modules. It

should be stressed that the definition of interface within this research is based on communi-
cation between two modules.

Metrics

The basis of a software metric is that source code has some definite attributes that
can be measured. These measures can then be exploited in such a way as to classify soft-
ware properties such as maintainability, reliability or complexity. There are many different
measures that have been addressed. Many of these metrics are subjective measures, and
thus they are considered non-automatable. This research is only interested in automatable
measures.

The sub-field of software engineering that deals with automatable metrics is divided
into: code metrics, structure metrics, and hybrid metrics. Code metrics are measures that
are derived directly from the source code of a given software system. Structure metrics are
concemed with the complexity of a software system as seen through the interconnections of
the source code elements. The third category, hybrid metrics, is composed of both code
and structure metrics. The interface metric developed in this study is a hybrid metric.

This chapter provides a short overview of selected metrics that are automatable.
The metrics discussed are automated within a tool at Virginia Tech, the 'analyzer' (which is
discussed in chapter 2).

Chapter 1: Introduction 2



Code Metrics

Code metrics are directly 'countable' from the software. In the past many different
schemes have been created; however, only a few are discussed within this thesis. The code
metrics discussed are: Code Length, Halstead's Software Science, McCabe's Cyclomatic
Complexity, and Myer's and Hensen’s extensions to Cyclomatic Complexity. All of these,
except for Myer's and Hensen’s extensions, are generated within the 'analyzer' tool.

Code Length

The most basic, yet non~trivial, metric is that of code length (LOC). This can be

interpreted as the number of lines of code for a given module or unit of code under inspec-
tion [CONS86]. While this may seem trivial, it is the most intuitive metric. It irnplies, that
the more lines there are to understand, the more complex the program. Yet, this metric
does imply that Program A and Program B in Figure 1 are equivalent. However, the com-

plexity of the equations should dictate otherwise.

This causes ambiguity when comments and blank lines are encountered. Should
these lines be counted? If comments are counted then that adds to the complexity of the
code. The inclusion of declaration statements is also debatable.

Chapter 1: Introduction 3



Program A Program B

X ;= Y; a := 2;
y:=x*y/3.14; b:=4;z:=x/y; c:=a+b;

LOC : 3 LOC : 3

Figure 1: Comparison for Code Length (LOC)
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Halstead's Software Science

Halstead introduced a series of measures based on the countable aspects of source
code. Software Science [HALM77], measures are based on:

nl = The number of unique operators
H2 = The number of unique operands

Nl = The total number of operators

N2 = The total number of operands

n = nl + n2 = Size of Vocabulary
N = Nl + N2 = Length ofthe Program

From the manipulation of these four countable measures, Halstead created software science

indicators (among others) for: Volume (V), Program Level (L), Difficulty(D), and Effort
(E)—

Volume

The volume of a program is defined, by Halstead, to be a function of the length (N)
and the vocabulary size. The volume is representative of the storage requirements of the
program, and is defined as:

V = N * L¤g2(¤)

Chapter 1: Introduction 5
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The log2(n) component of the equation represents the storage requirements of the vocabu-
lary symbols.

Program Level

The volume measure can change depending upon the size of the algorithm chosen
for the task. Assuming that there are rz different algorithms (and thus rz different volumes)
it can be shown that there is a minimum volume over these code sections. This minimum
volume, or potential volume of the most concise algorithm (V*), is defined but can never
be calculated due to its theoretical nature. With this, Halstead defines the program level to
be:

ViL ·V
Due to the fact that V* can never be calculated an estimator must be attained:

. 2 =•·
L = LTÜÄ.

(H1 N 1)

Düfficulty

The difficulty of an algorithm is defined in terms of elementary mental discrimina-
tions (EMD). EMD represents the number of comparisons required to implement the algo-

rithm with respect to the given language. Therefore, Halstead defined it as the reciprocal of
the program level estimator:

}
Chapter 1: Introduction 6
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(¤1 °°' N 1) -1D ·· rm;* D

Eßort

Halstead's effort measure is a function of the difficulty and the volume. It is repre-
sentative of the mental effort required to design the algorithm from conception to implemen-
tation. Effort (E) is defined as:

1 V2
E=V*D=V*L- =——;

V

Effort, Difticulty, Program Level, and Volume are the measures that compose the Halstead
Software Science indicators. _

Cyclomatic Complexity (McCabe)

McCabe's cyclomatic complexity metric is built upon the selection and repetition
structure of the code. In this theory [MCCF76], the code is represented by a strongly con-
nected graph G. Within this graph the nodes represent the code and the arcs represent the
control flow. If the code is a selection statement, then several arcs may extend from that
node. This graph maintains the path or flow information of the algorithm and has a unique
entry and exit point. The graph is strongly connected since there is an arc from the exit to
the entry. With this framework, McCabe defined:

V(G) = E - N + 2 = Cyclomatic Complexity, where:

Chapter 1: Introduction 7
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E = Number of Edges in G
N = Number of Nodes in G

V(G) represents the number of control paths in the algorithm. McCabe suggested an upper

limit of V(G)=10, stating that this limit would also limit program complexity [MCCT76]. It

should be noted that in this calculation, V(G), is the cyclomatic number found within clas-

sical graph theory, and it is the maximum number of linearly independent circuits or paths

within G.

The calculation of this metric may seem, at first, to be complex. However, the gen-

eration of this metric reverts to the enumeration of the decisions within the code plus one

[WOOM79]. These decisions include the selection as well as the repetition constmcts.

Also, the total complexity of the set of modules (the program) is equal to the sum of all

module V(G)’s.

Other metrics have been defined in terms of McCabe's cyclomatic complexity; of

these, Myer’s and Hansen's work are summarized.

Myer’s Modificazion

Myers suggested an alteration to McCabe's complexity measure [MYEG77]. My-

ers proposed that the complexity measure be a spanning region from the cyclomatic com-

plexity to the number of individual conditions (plus one). The reasoning behind this is that

McCabe's complexity would rate a selection (or repetition) construct with one condition

equivalent to a construct with multiple conditions. Figure 2 shows two pieces of code,
both of which create the same graph.

Chapter 1: Introduction 8
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Flow Graph
Code 1:

ü@>®
then z := y
else y := z;

Code 2:
if(a>b)or(b>c)

then z := y
else y := z;

Figure 2: Example of a Flow Graph

Clmpter 1: Introduction 9
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Codel:"ir <a>b> 22..·
then z := y

bär
..;:;:¢:§:§:;:·.__ y :=

Codel:’°‘‘‘‘°‘‘‘‘ ° I 1r(a>b) or
then z := y Myers'

ResultFigure2: Example of Myer's Modification

Chapter 1: Introduction 10
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Therefore, Myers counts the number of simple conditions and creates the spanning
region from cyclomatic complexity to the number of individual conditions. The notation is
(cyclomatic complexity : individual conditions). Figure 3 shows Myer's calculations on

the code üom figure 2. The regions associated with each code segments are 2:2 and 2:3 re-
spectively. This is a better estimator for program complexity in that the complexity of the

selection's conditions are not lost as it is in McCabe's work.

Hansen's Modüication

Hansen also suggested a metric that included aspects of McCabe's cyclomatic com-
plexity [I—IANW78]. In this scheme, Hansen combined the cyclomatic complexity and a
measure of the expression complexity into a two-tuple. The expression complexity is much
like Ha1stead's N1 calculation; this complexity is the sum of various operators within the

program. This metric measures both flow control and program complexity.

Hansen's complexity is a 2—tuple: '

(a,b), where:

a = count of selection/repetition constructs

b = operator count

The operator count is the count of: primitive operators (i.e.: +, -, *, and, or, etc.); as-

signments; function calls; input/output statements; using subscripts within an array.

Relationships Among Code Metrics

Several code metrics have been validated and correlated through research. This cor-
relation provides the software engineer with a viable basis for using these metrics in their

Chapter 1: Introduction 11



work. Often these correlations are to show how certain metrics relate to one another under
different problems. Bill Curtis, while at General Electric in their 'Software Management
Research' group, did work on comparisons between LOC, Halstead's, and McCabe's

work. Albert Baker's work included comparisons between McCabe's cyclomatic com-

plexity and 'Knots' (which are introduced later). A small reading list might include:

[BAKA80], [BELLSO], [CURB79a], [CURB79b], [I—IENS81a], and [WOOS79].

Structure Metrics

Structure metrics, as deüned above, measure complexity through the interconnec-

tions found in the source code. In these cases, quantiiication is applied to these intercon-

nections, and the measures incorporate aspects of program structure. Code metrics are ap-

plied over separate modules, sometimes ignoring the program structure, but always ignor-

ing the interconnection complexities. Thus structure metrics must be used and examined to

retain the information lost in code metrics.

Module Invocation Complexity (McClure)

McC1ure introduced a formalism for the calculation of the complexity associated

between two communicating modules. McClure defines program complexity as

[MCCC78]:

Chapter 1: Introduction 12
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"Program complexity is an indicator of program readability Pro-
gram complexity is introduced by the difficulty of the programming
problem and the size of the solution program. It is a function of the
number ofpossible execution paths in the program and the difficulty
ofdeterrnining the path for an arbitrary set of input data."

Through rigorous definition McClure introduces the Module Complexity Function M(p),

which represents the "... complexity of invoking module p in a well structured program."
This theory is studied in detail because of its use of a calling hierarchy in its complexity
definition.

As noted within the complexity definition, McClure is interested in the structure of
the program. To this end, McClure introduces the concept of the PCHS (Program Control
I-Iierarchical System) to be the invocation relationships or calls between all of the modules.
It is defined as [MCCC78]:

X
PCHS = (P, 7, f), where:

P = { P1 pn } • Set of modules

7= module • Root Module
f : P => X | P D X • Invoking Function

X=f(pl|O$i$n), where:

X Xk} O S k S I1

Chapter 1: Introduction 13
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The above definition of PCHS includes information about the modules and their relation-
ship to each other. The definition of the invoking function implies that f maps a module,
pi, onto a set of modules, X. In other words, this function f relates that pi passes logical

control to each module within X. This defmes an invocation relation.

From the PCHS the invoking relation from module to module defines a 'direct an-
cestor' and a 'direct descendant'. There is also a relationship called 'descendant'
('ascendant') which implies one or more intermediate direct descendants (direct ascendants)

between pairs of modules.With these definitions McClure defines these additional sets
[MCCC78]:

Fpi = Set of direct ancestors ofpi
Gpi = Set of direct descendants of pi
Hpi = Set of ancestors of pi
Lpi = Set of descendants of pi

From these sets the notion of a common module can be defined:

if I Fpi I > 1 then pi is a common module.

This is obvious that if there is more than one direct ancestor to pi then two or more mod-
ules are invoking pi, and thus, pi is a common module. For example, if Fpi = { pi } then

pi is not common; however, if Fpi = { pi , pk } then logical control is passed from both pi

and pk to pi thus making pi a common module.

Chapter 1: Introduction 14



With the above definition McClure defines the structure of the code; however, the

control variables are also of importance within the definition of McClure's complexity. A
relationship between the control variables and the modules is defined as [MCCC78]:

v = Program Control Variable
Av = RV LJ MV = Set of modules where v is accessed,

where:
RV = Set of Modules where v is referenced

MV = Set of Modules where v is modified

EV = Set of Modules whose invocation relies on v
otV = Owner module of variable v

With these definitions variable locality and scope can be witnessed through set member-
ship.

Along with defining a control variable's scope, a degree of ownership is associated
with each module over the variable. McClure introduces four different types of ownership:

Degree 1 av only modifies control variable v
Degree 2 control variable v is modified in otV and at least 1 descendant
Degree 3 control variable v is referenced in 0tV and is modified in at

least 1 descendant
Degree 4 control variable v is not accessed in otV but is modified in at

least l descendant

Chapter 1: Introduction 15
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With hierarchical degrees of ownership it is possible to trace the propagation of errors in
control variables throughout the modules effected by the variable v.

It is now possible using the aforementioned deünitions to introduce the Control
Variable Complexity Function. McClure detines the complexity of control variable v as:

C(v) = D(V) x I(V) x (1/n), where:

D(V) represents the referencing (Access /Moditication) degree ofv

I(V) = qv + uv + wv + tv , where:

qv = Invocation Complexity

= I MV Ö EV I

uv = Descendent Complexity
=|Uv| forUv={pj|pj6 Rvand

Elpke Lpjapke Mv}

wv = Path Complexity
=|Wv| forWv= { pilpie Avand

Spi 6 Mv apjé Hpj and

pi is above pi in PCHS}
tv = Intermittent Complexity

=|Tv| forTv={pj|pj6 Avand
apké AV}

Chapter 1: Introduction 16
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In this calculation (lv, the invocation complexity, is simply the number of modules where v
is modified and where the invocation relies on v. The descendant complexity, uv, consists

of the number of modules where v is modified within the sub-hierarchy of u. The next

term, wv or the path complexity, is a count of the number of modules that are effected (in

the sub—hierarchy) by modules that modify the control variable v. The final term, tv, calcu-

lates the intermittent complexity which is the number of modules that have direct ancestors
that do not reference the control variable v.

The value calculated by C(v) is between 0 and 8, where the higher value implies the

greater complexity.

Using the Variable Control Complexity it is now possible to calculate the Module

Complexity Function. This function, as noted before, is "... used to determine the com-

plexity of invoking module p ..." [MCCC78]. McClure stipulates there are three areas that
add to complexity within a module:

• Control structures used in module invocation
• Control variables referenced in module invocation
• Commonality of a module

While to a casual observer these seem obvious, it is McClure's method of measurement that
is of interest. The Module Complexity Function is defined as:

M<p> = [ fp * X<p> 1 + [ gp * Y<p> 1, wh¢r<==

Chapter 1: Introduction 17
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X(p) = Complexity of Control Structures and Variables used to

call the module p

Y(p) = Complexity of Control Structures and Variables used
within p to call direct descendants of module p

Within this function, M(p), the complexities of both the descendants and ascendants are

take into account. This function appears simple , however, the calculation of X(p) and
Y(p) is some what involved. They are defmed as:

x 6
X(P) /X

j=1 i=1

· k
Y(p) = $:15* E C(‘/ja) /Y

j=1 i=1

and,
bj = 1 if jm invocation is within selection structure or set ofselection structures

2 ifj‘h invocation is within repetition structureChapter 1: Introduction 18



x = number of invocation control variable sets used in the invocation
of module p, if x = O then X(p) = 0

y = number of invocation control variable sets referenced by module

p to invoke its direct descendants, if y= 0 then Y(p) = O

e = number of control variables in jm invocation

k = number of control variables in jm invocation
vj; = im control variable in jm invocation
s = total number of control variables
n = number of unique modules in the PCHS

As can be seen, this calculation gets complicated. It should also be noted that M(p) is

bounded in [O .. (16*s*n)].

McClure also detines the complexity of a partitioning scheme used for a given piece
a of code. This result is ofnot much interest to this thesis and is not covered.

Chapin's Module Complexity

Chapin argued that within a module, data can take on different roles. These differ-

ent roles yield different complexities to the over all picture of the module. Chapin defined

the data roles to be [CI—lAN79]:

Role P Data used to produce the output
Role M Data created or modified

Role C Data that controls flow through module
Role T Data not accessed (transitory)

Chapter 1: Introduction 19
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It can be seen that role C data should contribute greatly to the complexity in relation to role

T data. This implies an ordering among the different data roles. The counts of the various

data used work into the equation for data complexity:

W'= 3*C + 2*M +1*P +§-

The weighting factors, defined by Chapin, are the coefticients of the role types. Chapin

then calculates a repetition factor, R, for each module. This repetition factor only looks for

loops that invoke other segments (groups of modules). Chapin's Q is then defined for

modules within the segments as:

Q=R* VW'

=R*Finally,the complexity of the entire model is the arithmetic mean of the segment complexi-

ties. This model of complexity fails to be comprehensive because it only watches for data

communication, whereas other factors (flow complexity) are ignored.

Knots (Woodward)

Woodward [WOOM79] introduced the concept of a "knot". This measure of com-

plexity is based on the number of flow transitions through a 'jump'. A jump could easily

be defined in terms of an example: a GOTO statement. A change in control flow through a

jump is represented by an ordered pair: (a,b). This implies transfer of control from line a

to line b. Originally this study was in terms of FORTRAN line numbers; however, it can

be extended to other languages. Therefore, a knot is defmed as:

Chapter 1: Introduction 20



A knot occurs when either conditions 1 or 2 hold:
1. min(a,b) < min(p,q) < max(a,b) AND max(p,q) > max(a,b)

2. min(a,b) < max(p,q) < max(a,b) AND min(p,q) < min(a,b)

For points (a,b) and (p,q) in source code.

This theory gives higher complexities to procedures where control flow is highly interwo-

ven. However, in the era of structured programming, knots should be few and far be-

tween.

Information Flow (Henry and Kafura)

Information flow is the basis for the structure metric defined by Henry and Kafura

[HENS8lb]. In this case the complexity is defined in terms of the relationship of a proce-
dure to its environment. This relationship represents the flow of information into (fan-in)

and out-of (fan-out) a module. The terms are defined as:

Fan-in The number of local flows into the procedure plus the number

of data structures from which the procedure retrieves informa-

tion.

Fan-Out The number of local flows from the procedure plus the number

of data structures which the procedure updates.

With the above definitions defining the flow relationship, the complexity of procedure p

was defined to be:
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CP = (Fan·inP * Fan·outP)2,
Fan-inP = Fan-in for procedure p
Fan-outP = Fan—out for procedure p

Where (Fan-inP * Fan-outP) represents the number of all possible data paths into and out of

procedure p, and it is squared because the complexity relationship is not linear. This com-
plexity points out areas (procedures) with very high information correspondence, and thus

a location for errors and error propagation.

Other complexity measures associated with this model are those of module com-

plexity and level complexity. The possibility of an error propagating through some global

data must be addressed, and the module complexity with respect to a global data item, G, is

defined as the sum of CP for all p in which G is referenced. The level complexity identifies

the locations of missing levels of abstraction. This level complexity is derived from the

sum of the module complexities over a given level of a hierarchical ordering of the mod-
ules.

Hybrid Metrics

As mentioned above, hybrid metrics are composed of both code and structure met-

rics. This study only introduces two different hybrid models: Information flow, and the

Syntactic Interconnection Model.
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Information Flow (Henry and Kafura)

The information flow metric was introduced within the scope of the structure met-
rics; however, this metric scheme can also be modified to be of a hybrid type. In this case
the metric is defined as:

Cp = Cip x (Fan-inp x Fan-outp)2, where:

Cip = Internal complexity of p
Fan-inp and Fan-outp are defined as before.

With this form Cip can be any of the code metrics (e.g. Lines of Code). This metric has

been used in a study of the UND( operating system [HENS81b].

Interconnection Model (Woodfield)

As another example of a hybrid metric is Woodfield's interconnection model
[WOOS81]. This model defines the complexity associated with programmer time. The as-
sumption is that certain modules must be addressed several times due to their interconnec-
tions within the program. The interconnection scheme is defined with respect to module
connections of which there are three different types:

A =„>c B Control Cormection: Module A invokes module B

A =>d B Data Connection: Module A modifies some variable that is

used within module B
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A =>i B Implicit Connection: Assumptions made within module A are

used within module B.

If any of these three types ofconnections hold, then there is a connection from module A to
module B. These connections form:

Fan·ini The number of times that a module needs to be reviewed. This

is made up from a combination of the connections for module
i.

It should be noted that the concept of Fan-in here differs üom the Henry and Kafura model
by including the aspect of implicit connections.

With these def'1nitions in mind, Woodtield continued on to build a rating called the
Review Factor:

Fan-ini k 1 2
k=l

Where RC is the review constant that has been used by Halstead [HALM77].

Woodüeld then goes on to define the complexity of a module as a function of the

module complexity and the review factor. It is defined as:
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A Fan'iHi· 1 k 1
TiCi=k=2

where:
Ci is the complexity of module i
Ck is the complexity of an optimal module

I It should be noted that Ci is a scaled code metric. Woodfield stipulates that Tmc (Ci is
lines of code metric) and TV(c) (Ci is McCabe's cyclomatic complexity) do not measure

modular complexity due to the fact that these measures are not from a ratio scale.

Woodfield further divides the calculation of Tici into two different models. Both of

these models calculate Tici in the same manner; however, these two models differ in the

calculation of Fan-ini. In the first case, the Syntactic Model, Fan·ini is calculated using
only tl1e control and data connections. Whereas in the second model, the Semantic Model,

Fan-ini is from all three different module connection schemes.

These two models are compared with varying results over different (Ci) metrics

[WOOSSI]. Woodfield supports the Semantic Model with Halstead's Software Science
Effort metric as the best estimator of programming effort.
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Communication Complexities

In the previous section several different measuring techniques were introduced.
These quantified values in programs and modules were often ratio-ed with respect to one
another; however, often it is not the ratio of these values that is of interest to software engi-
neers, but it is what they represent to a standard scale that defines levels of 'goodness’ or
'badness'. It is very hard to devise an standard scale that can be applicable to each different
metric. It is the mapping from these metrics to the standard (outside) scale that introduces
debate. This section is concemed with two outside scales.

This thesis is interested in the communication costs between two different mod-
ules, defined as the interface complexity. Therefore, this section introduces the concept of

Coupling and Cohesion as scales to judge the quality of software.

Coupling

As two modules communicate there is an interface that has associated with it a com-
plexity. This interface in tum, effects the interaction strength between the two different
modules. The amount or strength of correspondence is referred to as coupling. Specifi-

cally, coupling is defined to refer to [STEW74]:

• How complicated the connection is
• Whether the connection refers to the module itself or something inside of

it, and
• What is being sent or received
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Therefore, as coupling increases so does the complexity of the interface.

If a design goal is to keep the coupling of a system down then several different ap-
proaches must be considered. For example, the use of global data sets increases the cou-
pling between different modules, and thus should be avoided. In other words, every mod-
ule that accesses the global data is in tum coupled with every other. This has the effect of

coupling modules that can have totally different functionality.

Another aspect that contributes to higher coupling is that of interface complexity.

Stevens defines [STEW74]:

Interface Complexity: How much information is needed to state or to un-

derstand the connection. Thus, obvious relationships result in

lower coupling than obscure or inferred ones.

This interface complexity would then include: the number of parameters, whether the con-

nection refers to the module name or something inside of the module, and how the module

is invoked (environment).

The final aspect toward coupling is: the effects of what is being passed. This im-

plies that "elements of control" increase the coupling. These elements include: switches,
flags, signals, etc.
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Cohesion

While coupling measures the strength between two different modules through calls
and data, cohesion represents the binding amongst related modules. The modules are re-

lated to one another and fall into a category defined by their binding of their elements (data,

and the modules themselves). This binding falls into one of six different categories defined

as [STEW74]:

1 Coincidental There is no meaningful relationship among the el-

ements in a module.
2 Logical There is some logical relationship between the el-

ements of a module.
. 3 Temporal This implies logical cohesion with the added

clause that these elements are also related in time.

4 Communicational The elements are related by a reference to the same

set of input and/or output data.
5 Sequential The output from an element is the input to another

element of this module.
6 Functional By far the strongest, this implies the elements are

related to the performance of a single function.

These are listed in order of strength of binding, from least to greatest. When it is possible

for a module to contain more than one type of binding, then the higher binding applies.
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Interface Complexity Metric

The purpose of this thesis is to introduce the Interface Complexity Metric and give
its definition, implementation, and uses in the area of software quality.

The Interface Complexity Metric has elements contained within it much like that of

Stevens interface complexity. A set of metrics is defined that make up the Interface Com-
plexity Metric. These metrics, defined within chapter 3, are: Type Complexity, Operator

Complexity, Flow-Control Complexity, Expression Complexity, Environment Complex-
ity, and Variable Complexities (Ref_Read and Ref_Write Complexities). This set of met-
rics finds its basis in the information flow concept as put forth by Henry and Kafura.
These measurements try to capture how much information is passed in a similar manner toO
that of the Interconnection Model. This metric set also takes into account the structure of

the code somewhat like that of McClure's weighting of the selection and repetition con-
structs.

I

The motivation behind the interface metric is that previous metrics fall short of

maintaining all the information needed to model a non-trivial indicator as to the complexity
of code and interfaces. In other words, past metrics only viewed specific problem areas,
and thus were applicable to those areas only. For example, while Henry and Kafura
[HENS81b] modeled metrics within the scheme of data flow analysis, they ignored the in-
herent complexities that different data structures introduce into the picture. McClure

weights the different structures by either selection or repetition; however, this approach ne-

glects the complexity associated with each construct (selection/repetition) control clause.
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Also, various styles of repetition constructs (Test-Before, Test-After, etc.) were put into a
single class; whereas, there could possibly be a difference in complexity among these
structures.

Within the calculation of the Interface Complexity Metric there are several underly-
ing code metrics that must be calculated. Instead of using the predefined 'classical' met-
rics, several metrics have been defined to include properties of Halstead Software Science
indicators. These new measurements define expression complexities of mathematical and
relational relationships so as to further enhance the measures associated with selection and
repetition clauses.

Conclusions f

This chapter has given an overview of previous work in software quality metrics.
Of the three types, code, structure, and hybrid, this thesis feels that the third needs more
consideration. In past research many aspects of complexity have been left out or over
looked due to specific needs and abilities of researchers and their computers, respectively.

Yet with the analyzer tool, discussed within chapter 2, a whole new hybrid metric can be

introduced. This metric, the interface complexity, takes many different aspects into account
in order to be robust.

I The introduction to the different metrics and several software engineering classifi-
cation categories in this chapter is designed to give a framework for the work presented

here. This study tries to introduce a new metric, the Interface Complexity metric. Chapter
2 gives a brief introduction to the metric gathering tool used for this research. Chapter 3
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discusses the implementation of the interface complexity metrics. Chapter 4 presents
thisstudiesresults, and chapter 5 shows new roads for the future in this topic.
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Chapter 2: Tools Used

Introduction

While considering the interface metric, a tool must be used to gather the underlying
measures and generate the interface complexities. Currently at Virginia Tech there is a
software quality metrics gathering tool, hereafter referred to as the analyzer. This tool mea-
sures the three different classes (code, structure and hybrid) of metrics that were introduced

within chapter 1, and the metrics defined in chapter 2. This tool is a three phase operation,
and to incorporate the interface complexities all three phases were modified

Underlying this tool is what is known as the 'Relation Language'. The analyzer
converts source language into this intermediate code. A discussion of the relation language
precedes the description of the metrics analyzer.

Relation Language

The relation language is an intermediate code form which the Henry and Kafura

flow relations are generated. This language is designed to be sufticiently generic to repre-
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sent several different high-level procedural-style source languages (FORTRAN, Pascal, C
and Ada); however, it still contains the information needed to calculate the structure and

hybrid metrics. Due to its 'generic' design, the relation language protects the proprietary
nature of source code. In this way, proprietary software can be analyzed by Virginia Tech
without loss of metric quality and companies do not have to relinquish their software
[HENS88].

There are two divisions of statements in the relation language: Declaration and Exe-
cutable. Declaration statements define the locations to which data may flow 'into' or 'out
ot'. These include: local variables, data structures, procedures, and functions. It should
be noted that in the case of procedures the data flows 'into' and 'out of the parameters;
whereas, functions return values through themselves (through the function name). The
declaration statements are outlined in figure 4 with examples. An example of the transla-
tions of variables can be seen in figure 5.

The executable statements within the relation language try to capture the elements
that are represented within the class of high-level procedural languages. There are only a
few: COND, Block Delineators, and an assignment operator '='. This COND statement is
used to model the various flow control constructs. These include the IF-THEN-ELSE and
CASE like statements, as well as the repetition statements: REPEAT-UNTH., WHH.E-
DO, and FOR-LOOPS. In order to retain the scoping and nesting structure of these high-
level languages the BEGIN and END statements represent block limits within the relation
language.
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Figure 6 demonstrates the conversion of various Pascal and Ada flow control
structures into the relation language. It should be noted that all the conditionals, both the
sets of selection and repetition constructs, are converted ir1to COND statements. Also, be-
cause the primary interest is a static analysis of the data flow within the relation language,
there is no need or provision for the ELSE clause. This ELSE·omission can be seen in
Figure 6.
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STATEMENT EXAMPLE USAGE
LOCAL local X; Detines a local variable X.
STRUCT struct X; Defines a non-local variable X.
CONST const X; Defines a constant variable X.
PROCEDURE procedure X (...) Detines procedure X with any

number of arameters.
FUNCTION function X (...) Single value return procedure

X with any number of parame-
ters.

INTRINSIC intrinsic ABS, LOG; A function detined within the
language specitications, i.e.
ABS, LOG, TAN, SIN, COS.

EXTERNAL extern X; Detines a procedure that is de-
clared within another moduleC
or sub-s stem.

. Figure 4: Declaration Statements
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VAR X : integer; V
Y : real;
A : array [i..j] of some_type;
R : record

rl : some_type;
r2 : some_other_type;

end;

Pascal

int X;
float Y;
some__type A[i..j];
gtruct { LOCAL X;
rl : some_type; LÜCAL Y?
r2: some_other_type;

} R; LÜCAL A;

C LOCAL R;

Relation Language «

TYPE Array_type is
ARRAY ( i..j) of some_type; .

TYPE Record_type is
RECORD
rl : some_type;
r2 : some_other_type;

END RECORD;

X : integer;
Y : tloat;
A : array_type;
R : Record_type;

Ada

Figure 5: Language Comparison
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I
while (x > y) do I

repeat b¢gm
y;:Z*78; y:=z+3; I
v;:w-8; VI=W+10;

I

until (x < y); md;

Pascal Pascal

üx>y
then y := z / 32

BEGIN
Pascal y :Zv

= w & 100;
END;

Relation Language

WI—IILE x > y
LOOP

y := z + 3.45;
v := w — 2;

END LOOP;
Ada

Figure 6: COI1V€l'SlOIl of Selection ROUÜIIOS
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Due to the fact that only data flow is considered within the scope of the relation lan-
guage, the operations on the data become secondary in nature to the data flow. What mat-
ters is where the data is 'flowing to' moreso than how it gets there. This leads to the map-
ping of all operators like '+', '*', '-', etc. into the generic relation language operator '&’.
For example, consider:

• X = Y * Z + 2.45
• X = Y + Z — IO

It should be clear, from a data flow perspective, that in all cases the data flows from Y and
Z into X regardless of the operator. Numeric constants are all mapped to the constant 100
since the representation of data flowing from a constant does not require the knowledge of
the value of the constant. Therefore, the correct relation language derivative of both from
the above example is:

• X = Y & Z & IÜO

It can be seen through this example that proprietary data is well-masked.

Metrics Analyzer

The relation language is used as an intermediate form for input to the metrics ana-
lyzer. This section deünes the three phases of the metrics analyzer, and also the changes
that must be made in order to incorporate the interface complexity generation.
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The operation of the analyzer, as mentioned above, is a three—phase process. The
first phase converts a source language program into a relation language equivalent and gen-
C1‘atCS code metrics. The second phase currently calculates the Henry and Kafura Flow re-
lations from the relation language. The final phase calculates the structure and hybrid met-
rics and allows a user to compare and contrast all the various metrics generated for the
source code.

Phase 1

Phase 1 converts a source language programs into the relation language and calcu-
lates code metrics. This tool is built with LEX and YACC within the UNIX environment.
LEX generates a lexical analyzer for use with YACC (Yet Another Compiler Compiler).
This phase is the only language dependent aspect of the three phase process. A translator is
built for each language (ie: Pascal, FORTRAN, C and Ada) by using the BNF (Backus-
Naur Form) grammar and a file with the language-specific intrinsic functions. Figure 7 de-
scribes the relation language translator.
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INTRINSICBNP Function File
SourceCode _

Relation Language Translator Phase 1

Code Relational LanguageMetrics Code
Figure 7: Phase 1 of Analyzer
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INTRINSIC Pre_Det'medBNF Function File Types File

SourceCode _
Relation Language Translator Phase 1

Code Relational Language
Metrics Code

Figure 8: Modified Phase 1 of Analyzer
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Phase 1 Modüications

The modiiications that need to take place for the incorporation of the interface com-
plexities within the relation language, and thus, within the first phase include maintaining

the type, operator and flow-control complexities. This is handled by associating an integer
valued complexity with each type, operator and flow-control statements. The operation and

flow-control integer valued complexities are actually a code that is converted to the corre-
sponding operation and flow-control complexities within the complexity manager in phase

2. The type complexity is, however, generated within the first phase. This type complex-

ity is located with the declaration of the variable. For example: each variable has a com-

plexity, suppose that variable 'x' has a complexity of 24, then in the relation language this
variable would be defined as:

LOCAL (24) X;

Where it can be seen that the general format is:

LOCAL ( type complexity ) variable ;

This format is also used for constants and structures.

There must also be modifications to the generic operator (&) and the generic condi-

tional statement (COND). Therefore, each operator has to be carried into the relation lan-

guage, and this is achieved by concatenating a unique integer to '&' for each unique opera-
tor. For example '+' might be defined as '&l', while '-' would be *&2'. This format fol-
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lows for the selection and repetition statements represented by the statement COND. For
example, IF-TI—IEN—ELSE might be 'CONDI', while °CASE' would be 'COND2'. These

appended numbers are the code in which the complexity manager will weight the opera-

tor/selection/repetition complexity. In this way the integrity of the information is main-

tained. If there are no integers attached to '&' or 'COND' then a default value is selected,
and this default does not effect the calculations of the interface complexities.

Phase 2

This phase, referred to as the 'Relation Manager', takes as its input the relation lan-

guage translation from phase 1. The output of this phase is a set of flow relations that are
used in the calculations of the Henry Kafura Information Flow metric.

The Relation Manager, much like the source language translators, is built on a

LEX-YACC base. The LEX-YACC base calls a set of routines referred to as the relation
manager. Each procedure is analyzed at a time and its relations are written to a file for use

in phase 3.

Phase 2 Modüications

The interface complexities are generated in phase 2. It is from the relation language
that these complexities are derived; therefore, the LEX-YACC base must be modified to

call a set of routines referred to as the 'Complexity Manager'. The complexity manager is a

module that encapsulates all the information for the generation of the interface complexity

metrics. This manager is easily 'attached' to the LEX-YACC scheme, and due to its modu-

lar nature it does not interfere with the generation of relations.
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The complexity manager is a series of routines, as noted above, that controls the
calculations of the interface metrics. Within the LEX-YACC phase 2 scheme, the routines
are called when variables, procedures, and structures are seen through the parse. In this

way the complexity manager keeps track of the status of the relation language code.

Associated with the complexity manager is the complexity file COMPLEX.DAT.
This complexity file contains the default weights for the operators (&l, &2, etc.) and flow
control structures (CONDI, COND2, etc.) COMPLEX.DAT may be modified to test the

relation language code for different characteristics. For example, the software engineer
may wish to weight repetition structures greater than (or less than) selection structures to
assess the effects of loops within the code. COMPLEX.DAT will be discussed in more

depth in chapter 3. _.

The complexity manager analyzes the relation code procedure by procedure and

generates two output files: CODEOUT and COMPLEX.OUT. The first file, CODEOUT,

is used as input to phase 3 of the analyzer. This file is coded information about the inter-
face complexities. The second file, COMPLEX.OUT, is a document that defines all the

interface complexities as well as the ref_read and ref_write metrics and other important in-

formation. This file can be printed out and analyzed by the software engineer. COM-

PLEX.OUT will be discussed in more depth in chapter 3.
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Figure 9: Unmodified Phase 2 of Analyzer P
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Relational Language COMPLEXDAT
Code file

LEX - YACC

P Phase 2
Complexity Relation

Manager Manager

Interface COMPLEX.OUT Relations
Complexities üle
(CGDEOUT)

Figure 10: Modified Phase 2 of Analyzer ·

i
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Phase 3

The final phase uses the relation file generated in Phase 2 for further calculations of

structure and hybrid metrics. These metrics include the McClure Invocation metric, Henry

and Kafura Information Flow metric, and Woodfield's Review complexity. Written in

standard Pascal, this is also a tool for the viewing of the metrics. This analysis can be per-

formed at the procedure level or at user def'med modules or levels.

Phase 3 Modüications

Phase 3 displays the various code, structure and hybrid metrics. Due to the fact that

the interface complexities are already generated in the modified Phase 2, the only modifica-

tions in this phase are involved with the display of the data.

The interface complexities are located in the CODEOUT file that is created in

Phase 2. This file must be read in and displayed in a format that the user can understand

and use. There are two different viewing schemes implemented: Called Data, and Called-

By Data. Every procedure can be viewed as to the procedures it calls (and the calls associ-

ated complexity) and by the procedures that call it (and these complexities, also.) This

gives the user the ability to globally locate procedures with high 'fan-in' or 'fan-out' com-

plexities.

Overview

Figure ll is an overview of the analyzer. This figure details how each of the parts

works together to produce the tool. This figure represents the modified analyzer. Figure

l
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12 is a graphical description of the file usage by the three phases, and it also defines the

files that can be modified by the software engineer to meet his/her needs.
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Code Structure Hybrid Interface
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Figure 11: Modified Analyzer Overview
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Figure 12: System Usage Chart
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Chapter 3: Interface Metric Generation

Introduction

To facilitate the needs of the interface complexity outlined in chapter 1, several dif-

ferent underlying complexities (metrics) must be defined. These metrics try to capture the

'weight' of data being passed through the 'complexity' of the given code at the instant of

the communication invocation. This implies that the interface complexity must take into ac-

count the types, expression, and tlow-control. Incorporating these complexities into

meaningful software quality metrics is the goal of this research.

These metrics consider the differences inherent in types, operators, and flow struc-

tures. The complexities to be defined are: Type, Operator, Expression, Flow-Control,

Environment, Variable and Interface Complexities. These complexities are broken down

into two different classes:

1 Type, Operator, and Flow-Control

2 Expression, Environment, Variable (Ref_Read and Ref_Write), and In-

terface
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The f·1I°SI class of complexities are all computable directly from the source code, while the

second class is derived from functions on the first class.

Type Complexity

Type complexity attempts to capture the inherent differences among variable types.

This allows the metric to differentiate between the inherently easier INTEGER type from

the more complex FLOATING·POINT type variables.

Most high-level procedural programming languages contain two classes of types:

Basic Types and Aggregate Types. The basic types define single value variables such as:

BOOLEAN, INTEGER, REAL (FLOATING-POINT), FIXED-POINT, CHARACTER,

etc. While the aggregate types define aggregates of data. These aggregates, as good pro-

gramming practice dictates, are specified with regards to a single logical unit (i.e.

player_record, system_page_map_record, etc.),

The type complexities are generated within the first phase of the analyzer. These

type complexity integer values are generated following specific formulae; however, the

constants within the formulas can be changed by the software engineer. This ability allows

the user to weight different types by his own measurements, and thus allow for measuring

of different aspects of the code. It is the contention of this study that different types have

inherently different complexities, and these measures represent a metric value associated

with the complexity of the type.
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This chapter introduces the different functions used to calculate the type complexi-

N

ties, and an analysis of which weights can better serve the software engineer. There are

two classes of types: Base and Aggregate. Base types include single attribute types such

as integers, reals, etc. Aggregate types are collections of other group types and base types,

like arrays, records, etc. Both of these classes are addressed and their complexity formulae

given.

It should be noted that this study is performed over data from an Ada environment.

It should also be noted that the types that are being dealt with here are representative of

most procedural language types. Therefore, it can easily be seen how this type study can

be applied to other languages with similar type constructs.

Base Types

The base type (single attribute) variables have predefined type complexities. In

other words, the complexities of the base types are contained within a file (Pre-Defined

Types file) accessible by the software engineer. This file allows the software engineer to

apply his own weights to base types and thus create his own specific measurements. The

benefit is the ability to single out one type and display, through metric analysis, its effects

on the software package.

Within Ada the user is given the ability to apply specific attributes on base types.

An example of this is the use of DELTA, DIGITS, and RANGE appended to type or vari-

able declarations. For each base type modifier there is an entry in the pre-defined types

file, and these are used in the calculation of the base types when necessary. The complex-

ity of these types is the sum of the base type complexity and all modifier complexities.
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Special Cases

Contained within the simple domain of the base types are several special cases.
These types are special because they represent non—numerical concepts. These are types
widely used but with specific restrictions. These would include: Characters, Boolean, and

Enumerated Types. For completeness, their type complexity definitions follow.

Characters and Strings

Characters are single attribute types with specific restrictions. A single character is

inherently easily to conceptualize, and thus its complexity should be relatively low. The
character type complexity is maintained within the predefined type complexity file.

Strings as a type are defined to be sequences of concatenated characters with an at-
tribute of length. Therefore, this type is more readily viewed as an array of characters, and
the complexity reflects this view.

Boolean Values

George Boole (1815-1864), a self-educated British logician and mathematician, is

the namesake for this special case of base types. A boolean variable can represent a TRUE

or FALSE state. A11 the operations associated are boolean algebraic specific, such as AND,
OR, XOR, etc. This is a simple and distinctly different algebraic scheme than numerical

schemes.

The type complexity for boolean values is also contained within the predefined
types file. The software engineer can, therefore, adjust the boolean type complexity. For
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example, if the software engineer wishes to test the effects of boolean variables on code, I

he/she can modify all other weights to zero and the resultant interface complexity analysis
will reflect only the boolean variables contribution.

Enumerated Types

Enumerated types represent user—defined classes of objects. Users can define oper-
ations upon these classes aside from the standard operations. The complexity of the set is
as complex as the number of elements within that aggregate. Therefore, the complexity of

an enumerated set is proportional to the number of members within that set, while, the
complexity of a single element within the group is contained in the predefined type file.

Access Types

Access types within Ada are the related to pointers within Pascal. An access typed

variable contains a value, called access value, that points to another variable. The com-
plexity of this access type is derived from the complexity of the variable that is located in

regards to the access value. Therefore, the access type complexity is the access value vari-

ables complexity plus an ACCESS Adder. The ACCESS Adder is a value from the prede-
fined types file that can be modified by the software engineer.

It should be noted that a distinction is made for self-referencing pointers. A self-
referencing pointer is an access type that refers back to itself. In this case, self referencing
pointers are defined to be easier (less complex) than non self-referencing pointers. A self-

referencing pointer is a predefined type, and its complexity is contained within the prede-

fined type complexity file.

}
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The method of resolution is to generate a type 'tree' of incomplete specified types.

This is where much of the self-referencing comes into play. Next the 'tree' is resolved by

applying the rule of self-referencing. In other words, if a type name is found that is identi-

cal to a name found previously then there is self-referencing, and the predefined type com-

plexity can be applied. Thus, the tree is simplified, and repeated manipulations will reduce

the 'tree' to isolated completely specified types.

Aggregate Types

Aggregate types are comprised of other aggregate types and base types. Of the

various structures that are present in high order procedural—style languages this study cen-

tered on: Arrays and Records, noting, of course, that files are aggregate types that imply

different extemal storage requirements.
I

Arrays

Arrays are collections of similar data where the components are identified by one or

more subscripts. To compute a complexity based on this type, several different concepts

must be addressed. These aspects include: number of indices and the complexity of the ar-

ray elements. The formula that this study implemented is:

Array Complexity = Component Type * (Indices + 1) * Multiplier + Adder

It can be seen the effect that the component complexities and number of indices have on the

complexity; however, the multiplier and adder are weights defined by the software engineer
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to fine tune the metrics. The definition of these variables is within the pre—defined type file
where they are referred to as: Array Multiplier and Array Adder.

Figures 13-16 have several examples of this calculation. In figure 13, players is
defmed to be an array of player records. Therefore, by the formula above the complexity
ofplayers is the component type complexity ofplayer_rec times the number of indicesA
plus one (1 + 1), times the multiplier, plus the adder.

In figure 15, ASDF, QWER, and ZXCV are example arrays. Using the example
pre-defined values in figure 14 the weights are calculated to be 3, 10, and 9 respectively.

Records

Records are aggregates of base and other aggregate types, referred to here as com-

ponents. These components add complexity in a different manner than array elements.
Each record can be made up of different types of fields that have different type complexi-
ties, so each field must have some bearing on the complexity. However, simply summing
the field complexities is inadequate because records logically group related information and
thus reduce its complexity. It is not sufficient to divide by the number of fields, because

this would only yield the average type complexity of the fields. Therefore, like the array

complexity, a multiplier, adder, and component adder have been added to the equation.
The formula used in this study is: 1

# sub-news
Sub-Field Type Complexity * Multiplier +

AdderRecordComplexity = sub·fields + Component Adder)

I
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As with the array complexity, the multiplier, adder, and component adder are user defined

within the predeBned types Ble.

Figures 13-16 demonstrate this equation. In Bgure 13, player_rec is a record, and

the calculation of its complexity is outlined. The complexity is the sum of component com-

plexities (integer complexity, 3 for enumerated group complexity, and real/float complex-

ity), times the record multiplier, plus the record adder. This value divided by the number

of components (3) plus the record component adder.

Figures 15 and 16 demonstrate the calculation with the pre-defined types values

contained within Bgure 14. Figure 15 deBnes several records: date, buffer, and periph-

eral. Their complexities, shown in Bgure 16, are 2, 2, and 2 respectively.

L
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TYPE color_type IS
(red, white, blue);

TYPE player_rec IS
RECORD

posmon : integer; _

S<=¤¤==“¤¤¤ £’3?2„‘?'2;éi‘1‘°.?„?1‘ä. amEND RECORD score : real;
’ ’ ’

players : array (1..3) of player_rec; END;
VARAda players : array [1..3] of player_rec;

Pascal

Complexity Calculations:
Complexity ofplayer_rec =

In Fl
((Com:ä:ity) + 3 + ‘Compcl:;1ity)) * M1 + Al

A _
(3 + A2)

Complexity ofplayers =
= (Player_rec Complexity) * (1 + 1) * M2 + A3

Where: M1 is the Record Multiplier
M2 is the Array Multiplier
A1 is the Record Adder

A2 is the Record Component Adder
A3 is the Array Adder

Figure 13: Calculation of Aggregate Types

I

(
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NATURAL 1
FLOAT 3
CI·IARACI'ER 1
DURATION 3
INTEGER 1
SHORT_INTEGER 1
POSITIVE 1
SHORT_FLOAT 2
STRING 3
TINY__INTEGER 1
BOOLEAN 1
DELTA 1
DIGITS 1
RANGE 1
$$1=1xED 2
$$RECORD_TYPE_MULT 1
$$RECORD_TYPE_ADDER 1
$$REGORD_TYPE_GOMP_ADDER 1
$$ARRAY_TYPE_MULT 1
$$ARRAY__TYPE_ADDER 1
$$ACCESS_TYPE 1
$$DISCRIMINANT 1
$$ENUM_CONST 2

Figure 14: Contents of Pre-Defined Types File

;
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procedure main_program is

x : constant integer := 0;
int, int2, int3 : integer; _
si : short_integer;
ti : tiny_integer;
na znatural;
po zpositive;
fl zfloat;
sf : short_float;
ch :character;

* st : string(1..5);
du zduration;
bo : boolean;

int_range : integer range 0..20;
f1oating_point : float digits 6;

, type üxed_point_type is delta 0.1 range 0.0..1.0;
fixed_point : fixed_point_type;

asdf : array (1..3) of integer;
qwer : array (1.5, 2..5) of float;
zxcv : array (1..4) of float digits 5;

type enum_type is (red, white, blue);
enum_var : enum_type;

type int_type is range 0..45;
int_var : int_type;

type float_type is digits 7;
float_var : float_type;

type fixed_type is delta 0.001 range 0.0..1.0;
fixed_var : fixed_type;

type array_constr_type is array (1..10, 0..10) of
float range 0.0..100.0;

array_constr_var : array_eonstr_type;

type array_unconstr_type is array
(integer range 0, integer range 0) of float;

array_unconstr_var : array_unconstr_type(1..2, 1..2);

type aecess_type is access integer range 1..3;
access_var : access_type;

type new_type is new access_type;
new_var : new_type;

Figure 15-az Example Ada Code
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type date is
record

day : integer range 1..31;
month : string(1..15);
year : integer range 0..4000;

end record;
tomorrow : date;

type buffer(size : integer) is -·size is a diseriminant
record

pos : integer;
value : s¤—ing(1..size);

end record;
buf : buffer(size => 100);

type device is (printer, disk, drum);
type state is (open, closed);
page_size : constant := 256; ·· this is a number declaration
type cy1inder_index is range 1..128;
type track_number is range 1..500;

··this is a variant record declaration
type peripheral(unit : device := disk) is

record
status : state;
case unit is

when printer => line_count : integer range 1..page_size;
when others =>

cylinder : cylinder_index;
track : track_number;

end case;
endrecord;y

·· note: these are subtypes

subtype drum_unit is peripheral(drum);
subtype disk_unit is peripheral(disk);

writer : peripheral(unit => printer);
archive : disk_unit;

begin
null;

end;

Figure 15-b: Example Ada Code

I
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intrinsic maxint;
intrinsic maxfloat; -
intrinsic sin;
intrinsic cos;

procedure MAIN_PROGRAM ()
begin

const (1) X;
local (1) INT, INT2, INT3;
local (1) SI;
local (1) 'I'I;
local (1) NA;
local (1) PO;
l<>¢¤l (3) FL:
local (2) SF;
local (1) CH;
local (3) ST:
local (3) DU;
local (1) BO;
local (2) INT_RANGE;
local (4) FbOA'I'ING_POlNT;
local (4) FIXED_POINT;
local (3) ASDF;
local (10) QWER;
local (9) ZXCV;
const (2) RED; {enumerated literal]
const (2) WHITE; [enumerated literal}
const (2) BLUE; {enumerated literal]
local (3) ENUM_VAR;
local (2) INT_VAR;
local (4) FLOAT_VAR;
local (4) FlXED_VAR;
local (13) ARRAY_CONSTR_VAR;
local (12) ARRAY_UNCONSTR_VAR;
local (3) ACCESS_VAR;
local (3) NEW_VAR;
local (2) TOMORROW;
local (2) BUF;
const (2) PRINTER; {enumerated literal}
const (2) DISK; {enumerated literall
const (2) DRUM; {enumerated literal]
const (2) OPEN; [enumerated literal}
const (2) CLOSED; [enumerated literal]
const (2) PAGE_SIZE;
local (2) WRITER; .
local (2) ARCHIVE;
null;

end;

Figure 16: Relation Language Output for Example Ada Code {

I
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Operator Complexity

It should be obvious that there are complexity differences among operators due to
the different semantic meanings of each. This is most easily seen when '+' (plus) and °**'
(exponentiation or involution) are considered. While both are binary operators, their asso-
ciated complexity is far different, with exponentiation being the more complex. Therefore,

a weighting scheme is needed to characterize the relationship among the operators and their

complexities.

Operators have set weights. However, these values are contained within an exter- .
nal file that can be modified or 'fine—tuned' to specific needs. The file, COMPLEX.DAT,

is used by the complexity manager (within phase 2 of the analyzer) and assigns weights to

the various operators. Figure 12 in chapter 2 shows the relationship of this file to the ana-
' lyzer very clearly. An example line from this file might be:

— OP Number Weiht Semantics
1 1 ·ms1m11es mat&1 has
2 3 • l erator &2 has wei ht 3—

etcThe'O' represents operator data; this specification is necessary because the file COM-

PLEX.DAT is used to hold not only the operator weights, but also the flow·control

weights. The next number represents the code of the operator. This code is stripped from

the '&l' operator in relation language by the complexity manager in phase 2. The final
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value is the weight associated with the operator. The correspondence between the codes L
and the operators is shown in figure 17.

L
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ä Ada Relation Semantics WT
I 1.sa 1 11 ——

&1 ABS(x) &1 x Absolute Value 2 ·
&2 Nor X ß Boolean Nu: 1
&3 x &3 Raise x to the ower 3
&4 + x &4 x Un Plus 2

&s X Un Minus 21
&T Q 1
&8 x XOR x &8 Exclusive—OR 3111111 Tw 1

&l0 x /= x &l0 Not ual 2
&11 x < x &l1 Less Than 1
&l2 x <= x &l2 Less Than or E ual To 2
&13 x > x &13 Greater Than 1
&l4 x >= x &l4 Greater Than or E ual To 2
&15 x + x &15 Bin Plus 1
&16n X &16 Bin Minus 1
&17 x &l7 '&' O erator 2
&18 X &1s Muiuiasuaua 3
&l9 x/ x &l9 Division 3
&20 x MOD x &20 Modular Remainder of x b 1 3
&2l x &2l Remainder of x b 3
&22 X &22 sa1Msaa1Xu·sa1 Test 2
&23 x NOT IN x &23 Set Exclusion Test 3
&24 IF x AND THEN x &24 Boolean Shortcut 3
&25 IF x OR ELSE x &25 v Boolean Shortcut 3

Figure 17: Operator Correspondence and Weights
1
1
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Expression Complexity

Given that there are type and operator complexities, then the next logical step is to
define a complexity for a given expression. This complexity is defined as a function of the
operator complexities and the operand-type complexities. With this backdrop, it is possible
to rank expressions in a way so as to define highly complex expressions. The motivation

behind the expression complexity is that highly complex expressions yield more probable
locations of errors.

The expression complexity is a function of the type and operator complexities in the
expression. Because both the type and operator complexities can be fine—tuned through the

predeiined types file, this makes this measure very useful for many applications. In actual-

ity, this metric is the sum of type and operator complexities for a given function. Consider
the relation language expression:

C
W = X &3 Y &5 Z; {Valid Relation Language }

The expression complexity for this example is:

Expression Complexity (X &3 Y &5 Z) =

Type Complexity (X)
+ Type Complexity ( Y )
+ Type Complexity ( Z )

+ Operator Complexity ( &3 )
+ Operator Complexity ( &5 )
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Of course, it might seem that apples and oranges are being added together; however, this is

not the case. Within the complexity manager is a set of dimensional analysis conversion

factors. These factors convert all the variables into a unitless expression. There are factors

for converting types and operators. Therefore, the true equation is:

Expression Complexity (X &3 Y &5 Z) =

(Type Complexity ( X )
+ Type Complexity ( Y )
+ Type Complexity (Z) ) * Type Conversion

+ (Operator Complexity ( &3 )
+ Operator Complexity ( &5 ) ) * Operator Conversion

Thus, all the factors of the complexity yield unitless expressions. Throughout the rest of
this thesis this conversion will be assumed.

‘ Flow-Control Complexity

The possible complexity associated with different paths through the source code

must also be considered. There is a complexity difference among the flow control state-

ments. In general there are two classes: selection and repetition. Selection statements, in
most languages, include lF·THEN—ELSE (and aH the derivatives) and CASE, while repeti-

tion statements include the two looping constructs: Test·Before and Test-After cases.

[
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The flow-control complexity, like the operator complexity, is not measured but set
by the software engineer. These are also contained within the COMPLEX.DAT file, and

their format is:

—
COND Num Wei t Semantics

B 1 4 •„— torCOND1hasweiht4 4
§ 2 a •.— torCOND2haswei t6

Also, the list of correspondence between the selection/repetition statements and the codes is
also kept confidential by the software engineer. This list correlates the COND statements
with the selection/repetition statements as shown in figure 18.

l
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COND STMT Semantics WT
COND1 WHILE - LOOP 2
OOND2 FOR - LOOP 2
OOND3 LOOP - END LOOP Basic Loo ) 1
(I)ND4 IF · THEN 1
COND5 IF — THEN · ELSE 2CASE 4

Figure 18: Selection/Repetition Correspondence and Weights

I
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Environment Complexity

The environment of the communication invocation is very important to the interface
complexity measure. It is at the point of the invocation all aspects of the source code come
together to produce correct communication, and thus an error at invocation results in the
propagation of the error throughout other sections of the source code.

The environment complexity is a function of the expression complexities and the

flow-control complexities at each point of communication, and thus a hybrid metric. To

simply look at expression or flow·control complexities leaves out important information on
the complexity of the path taken to reach the invocation. The environment complexity is

defined for each line in the source code, therefore, it can be different from line to line.

The environment complexity is highly interested with the flow-control statements

within the code. These flow·control statements dictate the complexity of the environment,

and this metric tries to measure this complexity. In other words, this metric weights the

flow through various selection and repetition statements with respects to their complexities.

This function is the sum of the COND and the related expression complexity of the control
expression. For example, consider the relation language code:

g
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x=y&6z; {Linel}
COND1 (a &l b) { Line 2 }

BEGIN
x=a&9y; {Line3}

END;
a=x&7y; {Line4}

Assume, for the sake of argument, that the environment complexity was initialized to '1’

before this section of code was analyzed. At line l the environment complexity is still 'l',
because this line does not alter the environment complexity. However, line 2 does alter the
environment complexity because it changes the flow. Line 2 modifies the environment
complexity by:

Environment Complexity (After Line 2 ) =

Flow Control Complexity (CONDI) + {The effect of the COND
(selection/repetition)
statement on the com-

plcxityType
Complexity (a) +i

Type Complexity (b) +
Operation Complexity (&1) { The effect of the COND

control expression on
the complexity }

Because the flow control only effects line 3, the expression complexity reverts back to its

previous value before line 4.
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Variable Complexity

Each variable that effects the communication between two modules (used loosely)
must be analyzed as to the extent that its complexity will add to the interface. Variables be-
come more complex to understand as they are modified, because of data—flow; and as vari-
ables modify others their complexity must be represented in the modified variable. There
are two complexity metrics associated with each variable: Ref__Read and Ref_Write com-
plexities. Each tries to capture different information that will be used to calculate other met-
rics. Ref_read and ref_write may be viewed in the COMPLEX.OUT file, figure 20, which

is the file generated for the user by the complexity manager in phase 2 of the analyzer.

Ref_Read Complexizy

The ref_read complexity captures the status of the environment at every 'read' or

'reference' to a variable. Because this is a static analysis, this complexity is simply the sum
of all environment complexities at the variable references. All references of the variable are
addressed within this expression, including:

• assignment to variable
. • use of variable in assignment expression

• use of variable in COND expression
• use of variable in procedure as a parameter

For example, consider the following relation language code:

{
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x=y&6z; {Linel}
COND1 (a &1 b) { Line 2 }

BEGIN
x=a&9y; {Line3}

END;

If the environment complexity is defined, as above, to be '1' before line 1, then the
ref_read complexity of variable a is:

Ref_Read(a after line 2 ) =
Enviromnent Complexity (Line 1) { Defined as '1' }

Ref_Read(a after line 3 ) =
Ref_Read(a after line 2 ) + { Defined above }

Flow-Control Complexity (COND1) +
Type Complexity (a) +
Type Complexity (b) +

Operation Complexity (&l) + { Expression Complexity
of COND control }

This complexity is produced for each variable in the COMPLEX.OUT file. This is useful
in finding variables that are greatly used and the (environment) complexity in which they
are used.

Ref_Write ComplexityAt

each modification of a variable the variable becomes more complex through data-
1

flow. Therefore, at each modification the ref_write complexity retains information as to the
expression complexity of the right-hand side of the assignment. This complexity can order 5

5

55
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the variables by difficulty in regards to data-flow. In this way a variable may be singled
out for possible errors if the ref_write complexity is unusually high with regards to other
module-related ref_write complexities.

This measurement tries to capture the expression complexity associated with an as—
signment statement. For each assignment statement, the variable being modified will in-
crease its ref_write complexity by the expression complexity of the right hand side of the
modification. In other words, the ref_write complexity is the sum of all assignment ex-

pression complexities for a given variable. For example, consider the following piece of

relation language code:

x=y&6z; {Linel}
COND1 (a &1 b) { Line 2 }

* BEGIN
x=a&9y; {Line3}

END;

The only variable that is written to is 'x', therefore, the ref_write complexity of x is:

Ref_Write(x after line 1 ) =
Type Complexity (y) +
Type Complexity (z) +

Operation Complexity (&6) { Expression Complexity
of the first assignment ·—
Line 1}

I
I
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Ref_Write(x a_fter line 3 ) =
Ref_Write(x after line 1 ) +

Type Complexity (a) +
Type Complexity (y) +

Operation Complexity (&9) { Expression Complexity
of second assignment
statement ·- Line 3}

This complexity can also also be found in the COMPLEX.OUT file.

Interface Complexity

The interface complexity is defined to be a 2-tuple containing information as to the
environment of the call and the nature of the parameter complexity. The environment ele-

ment is a function of the environment complexity at each invocation of the communication

or interface; the parameter complexity is a function of the expression complexities and the

ref_write complexities of the parameters at each invocation.

The first element defines the environment at the time of the call or calls (if multiple

calls are present in the code). This is just the sum of all environment complexities at the

various times within the source code corresponding to the calls. In this way, the complex-

ity of the environment may be viewed in relation to the time of the calls, as opposed to the

complexity of the entire procedure. Figures 19 and 20 show an example.

The second term within the 2-tuple traps the parameter complexity. Currently this

is measured in two ways: (1) by the ref_write complexity of all parameters, and (2) by the

expression complexity of the parameters. In the first case, the measurement reflects how
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much computation went into the generation of the parameters, and thus their complexity.
The second alternative reflects the inherent complexity associated with the understanding of
the parameters in terms of the parameters expression complexities.

Output from Analyzer

All of the above metrics can be viewed by: examining the file COMPLEX.OUT,
the translated relation language, and working with phase 3. The type complexities, because
they are generated in the first phase, can be viewed within the relation language as well as
within COMPLEX.OUT. The flow-control and operator complexities can be viewed inside
the COMPLEX.DAT file. The variable metrics, ref_read and ref_write, can be found
within the COMPLEX.OUT file, as well as the interface complexities.

Figures 19 and 20 show an example output of a COMPLEX.OUT file. Figure 19
gives the relation language code that is represented by the COMPLEX.OUT file in figure
20. It is easy to note the type complexities within the relation language code; the type com-
plexities are contained within the variable definitions. This example is a simple two-line
procedure that calls a nested one-line procedure.

Figure 20 is the COMPLEX.OUT file for figure 19. Figure 20 tries to 'point-out'
all the components contained within the COMPLEX.OUT file. To begin with, because the

flow-control (structure) and operator complexities can be changed, they are enumerated
with their values at the top of all the COMPLEX.OUT files. This is to insure that compar-
isons between relation language code will not occur unless the weights are equal.

I I
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The next section within the COMPLEX.OUT file is an enumeration of all the pro- i

cedures. For each procedure all the variables associated with it are listed along with:
ref_read complexity, number of accesses, average ref_read complexity, ref_write complex-
ity, number of modifications, average ref_write complexity, variable type, variable type

complexity, and of course the variable name. The variable type is one of the following: lo-

cal, parameter, procedure, structure, or extem; while, the variable type complexity is the
complexity calculated within phase 1. There is also a special variable name 'zzz-Numcric-
Constants' that represents all the numeric constants within the procedure. This variable can
be important in assessing the effects or influence of constants on a procedure.

Two other aspects of a variable are if it is a parameter and/or if it is a structure. If

the variable is a parameter to a procedure(s) then indirect communication may be observed.

For example, if procedure A1 passes variable X to procedure A11 and also to procedure
A12 then there is indirect communication between A11 and A12. This is identified by the

'Link to' procedure number within the variable information section of the COMPLEX.OUT
file. A variable that has more than 1 link implies indirect communication between the listed

procedures. The other aspect, whether or not a variable is a relation language structure,

implies global communication. This 'STRUCT' variable could be accessed or modified
anywhere within the code (subject to visibility rules). A breakdown is given for each of

these variables, denoted by: (BrDn) followed by the procedure number and name and the
associated ref_read and ref_write numbers. These numbers give the software engineer the
vision to see where in the code these global variables are mostly accessed and modified.

After each procedures' variables are described in terms of these ref_read and
ref_write metrics, then there is a listing of the interface complexities associated with that

N
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procedure. In figure 20 there is an interface complexity associated with main and jj, and it
is described in main (the calling procedure).

Finally at the end of all the procedure listings is an enumeration of all the procedure
names, their nesting lexical nesting level, and a unique identitier. These numbers are used
within the structure breakdowns and the links.
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const (2) j;
struct (10) i;

prwcdurqjj ((24)
rt)bcgm
tt = 100;
nuH;
end;

i =i &6 i;
jj(i & i & i);
null;
null

Figure 19: Example Relation Language
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Structure Complexities: Default: 0

COND(1)= 1 COND(2)= 2 COND(3)= 4 Ic0N¤( 4) = 6 com 6) = 6 COND( 6) = 0 Fl¤w·C¤¤¢r<>! Wwshw
COND(7)= O COND(8)= 0

Operation Complexities: Default: 0 Operator Weigms

&( 1) = 1 &( 2) = 1 &( 3) = 2 &( 4) = 3 I „;;„

P i &(5)= 5 &(6)= O &(7)= 0 &(8)= 0
N &( 9)= 0 &(10)= I &(1l)= 2 &(I2)= 2amt I &(13)= 3 &(l4)= 3 &(15)= 1 V¤fidbI¢N¤m¢

Path: main/jj

R€f_f¢dd .;:;%¤·
complgxigy Ii' I I 1.000 I I (#I 6, [I

1 000 (L: 2, 1) > zzz-Numberic-Constants ·er„„„,„.. _ V·='·“'·'=T¥P·=—,„ Path: mm C<>mp!·¤¤¢y
2;f;"f; 6 6 1.000 20 1 20.000 (sz 1, 10) >a — Type of Variable

com-[Exit 6 6 1.000 J 1 II I, . (BrDn) · 0 main 6;,, ‘ (local, parameter,P y E Link IO! 1 procedure, structure,_ 1 1 ••• (P: 7, 0)>jj . app,-„)
Ref_wrtte Link im 1

complexity . ··
I , E Breakdowns ofstructures

, . . .. _ detail all the proceduresof Write: C (ma1n,j_) )-( 1 ( 1), 30 60). mm a global dam item
Avem c " 6i is referenced in. Details

Ref Wim Procedure? global communication.
omp any

## 0 Level: 1 · Links detail
## 1 Level, 2 _ jj connections between

gef
I

Interface Complexity P'0€¢d“’¢·*' through
Tuple Calculation dw ·*'”‘“¢‘“'¢S bY

procedure ID number.
· Details indirect

Procedure List wäh: Interface Complexüy communication.
PV0C¢dW8 ID Number. From Main to J]

Procedure Lexical Level,
ProcedureName

Figure 20: COMPLEX.OUT Example
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Conclusion

While many of the variables are left for the software engineer to define (for his/her

particular applications) it is the intention of this study to give specific weights that yield

good measures of the interface complexities. It is possible, however, that the weights can

be modified.

This chapter introduced and defined the metrics that will be of interest in this re-

search. Chapter 4 discusses the data and the analysis used within the study, and chapter 5

discusses some conclusions.
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Chapter 4: Data, Results, and Analysis

Introduction

This chapter introduces the data and shows the results derived in this research. The
analysis of the data is also handled within this section, while conclusions are presented in

the next chapter.

The analysis of the data was accomplished in three stages. Stage 1 is a small exper-
iment designed to compare different type weights so as to show a correspondence among

the interface complexity metrics. Stage 2 involves correlating calculated interface complex-

ity metrics with calculated known metrics, such as lines of code or any of Halstead's
Software Science indicators. Finally, stage 3 involves a subjective evaluation of source

code so as to further support interface complexity metrics.

Data

In order to validate the metrics that have been proposed in this research, a large
system was used. This system was donated to The Virginia Tech Metrics Group for re-
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search purposes by Software Productivity Solutions (SPS), Inc, Melbome, Florida. This
1

system proved large enough to demonstrate the usefulness of the metrics.

It should be stressed that this research spanned over only this one project. Yet, in
the same vain, this is not student data but a system that is currently in use. This system is
an SPS product, and that implies the contidence and quality that is present in SPS work.
SPS was very helpful in suppling this system.

The system, written in Ada, is a design language processor. This system works
over an Ada—based Design Language (ADL). It is engineered to fit into version 1.0 of the
ADL Development System (ADS). The system is referred to ADS.

The system is divided into four separate sections, by design, called subsystems.
These are:

• ADL Processor 195 Files 30204 Lines
• ADL Report Generator 28 Files 3874 Lines
• ADL Database Manager 137 Files 43019 Lines
• Support Subsystem 39 Files 6702 Lines

The program is controlled by the ADL Processor system, which is a parser of an Ada like
PDL.

While the functionality of this system is interesting, it is a side note to the structure
and interfaces for this study.
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Small Experiment

The formulae introduced within the previous chapters rely on a predetermined set of

weights. The possible combinations of these weights is infinite. This research proposed
the new interface complexity metric measurement, implemented it, and showed preliminary

results. Due to the wide diversity of these weights and the absence of an error history to

substantiate ündings, an optimum set of weights was not attained.

To show the effects of a single predefined weight, a complexity was selected and
three test cases were generated. These tests were generated from the Ada system, each

with the RECORD__TYPE_MULTIPLIER of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 respectively referred to as

test 1, tCSt 2, and test 3. Test 0, the control case, was generated from the same Ada system

without any of the new complexity measures (i.e. type, operator, flow-control, and the hy-

brids of these.)

The four test cases, test 0, 1, 2, and 3, are all derivatives of the same Ada system.

Therefore, they contain the same number of interface complexities and these can be com-

pared. The interface complexity is a 2—tuple: access complexity and parameter complexity.

There were 20,975 observations of the interface complexity. In other words, there were

20,975 communication invocations within the system. The analysis also includes the sum

of all interface complexities into each procedure and the sum of all interface complexities

out of each procedure.

I

I
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The access complexity of the interface complexity metrics is defmed by the sum of
environment complexities and the number of accesses. For this experiment the number of
accesses is constant throughout the test cases, it is only the relationship among the access
complexities that is interesting. Figure 21 shows the information that is important to define
this relationship. ACC_1, ACC_2, and ACC_3 refer to the access complexities of the three
sample test cases, respectively. ACC_O represents the access complexity without consider-1
ing environment complexity, in other words, it is a control case.

Figure 21 shows that there is a high correlation among ACC_l , ACC_2, and
ACC_3. This finding should not be a surprise ·- these tests only differ in the calculation of
the RECORD type complexity. The point to notice is the degree of correlation ofACC_O to
the other three access complexities -- it is not outstanding, hence, these three access com-
plexities measure a different aspect.

l’
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ACC_3 ACC_2 ACC_1 ACC_O Accesses
Acccsscs 0.69788 0.74398 0.72507 0.93337 1.0000

ACC_O 0.75893 0.81443 0.791481.0000ACC-3

19999Figure

21: Access Complexity Correlations

I
I
I
I
II
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Current Weights

The current weights for this experiment are defined in Figures 14, 17 and 18.
These numbers are defined with intuition in mind. They represent what we consider as
possible, plausible weights. Of course, because these weights can be changed, this repre-
sents only one such mapping out of an infinite number.

As mentioned before, an error history of the system analyzed is not available. If an
error history were available, then a better set of weights could be attained through an itera·
tion process over possible values of the weights correlated to the error history. This would
then model an error predictor equation regards to the interface complexity. This equation
could be used starting at design time, when the interfaces are first known, on through
maintenance. However, no error history is available.

Possible Uses

As mentioned before, these metrics are tunable. The weights that are adjustable in-

clude: predefined types, operator and control-flow weights. The weights that a software

engineer might tune would depend upon his/her needs.

One such example of tuning these metrics for a specific need could be in database

management. In this case it might be important for the software engineer to weight selec·
tion structures higher then looping structures, and give a much higher weighting to array

and record types. In this way the software engineer could define areas of comparison be-
tween the larger types. This is an example just for demonstration.
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Each different environment and application domain may need its own set of weights
that do not correspond to other sets. Also, it might be interesting in the future to test these
weights over different programming languages. Intuitively, the weights should be different
over different languages.

Interface Complexities

As mentioned, there were 20,975 observations of the Interface Complexity. In
other words, there were 20,975 calls within the ADS system. Each of these Interface
Complexities were of the form:

pl p2 accn acc paral para2

This information contains the directional communicating procedure numbers (pl communi-
cates to p2), the number of calls (accn), the sum of the environment complexities at each

call (acc), and two different parameter complexities. These parameter complexities are
based on different views of the data. Paral represents the sum of the type and operator
complexities of the parameter expression, while, pa1a2 captures the modification and opera-
tor complexities at the time of invocation.

These numbers capture the interface complexities at a calling level. However, the

interface complexity should represent the complexity of the entire procedure to other proce-
dures. Therefore, the data needed to be converted and compacted.
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In order to view the interface complexity on a per procedure basis the data was col-

lapsed. Reducing this data was a multi-step process. First, the interface complexities for

equal calling and called procedures were collected together. This first compaction took
place within the complexity manager section of phase 2 of the analyzer. Next all the inter-
face complexity metrics directed from procedure pl to any other procedure were collected

into the pl measures, and, likewise, all the interface complexity metrics directed from any

procedure into procedure pl were collected into the pl measures. Therefore, at the end,

each procedure had 8 new measures that represented the interface complexity.

These new measures are shown pictorially in Figure 22. Notice that there are four

measures associated from the calling procedure (FAccN, FAcc, FPl, FP2), and four mea-

sures from the procedure (X in this case) to the called procedures (AccN, Acc, P1, P2).

As with the interface complexity, these numbersrepresent accn, acc, paral and para2 re-

spectively for the calling and called procedures.

Four measures are derived form the current procedures code: AccN, Acc, Pl, and

P2. The first measure, AccN, represents the number of accesses to other procedures. This

number should correlate highly with metrics that count code invocations. Acc examines the
environment complexity at the time of each call. This environment complexity is the sum

of flow-control and expression complexities, therefore, this measure intuitively should cor-

relate with code metrics that count environment tokens (I-Ialstead's Software Science, for

instance.) This same logic can be applied to the parameter complexities, Pl and P2, for

both of these are counts of tokens. Granted, these tokens are given a weight. Pl repre-

sents the complexity associated with the type of the parameters, while, P2 measures the
modification complexity of theparameters.Ä

ÄÄ
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The other measures, FAccN, FAcc, FP1, and FP2, are derived from all the proce-

dures that call the given procedure. They are the sum of all the AccN, Acc, Pl and P2
measures respectively, with the notation of an 'F' to imply 'from procedure'. Therefore,
because these are based on code contained within other procedures, the correlations of
these measures with established metrics should be low.

The instances these metrics for all the procedures are contained within Appendix A
(top 1%), and Appendix B contains the calculated established metrics for each procedure
listed within Appendix A.
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For Each Procedure:
—

—-

I — I
— ——

\I-I III FACC: Access Complexity
FACCN: Number ofAccesses‘ FP1: First Parameter Complexity
FP2: Second Parameter Complexity

Procedure X _
ACC: Access Complexity
ACCN: Number of Accesses

{ _ / Pl: First Parameter Complexity
\ P2: Second Parameter Complexity

—

-
1— / i ‘

—
—

E

{

Figure 22: View of Interface Complexity

{
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Method of Analysis

The interface complexity metrics are designed to overcome the many weaknesses of
currently used metrics. The interface complexity metrics capture the degree of relationship
among communicating procedures differently than Information Flow [HENS81b] and Mc-
Clure's Invocation Complexity [MCCC78]. Not only is the environment of the invocation
captured, but also the modification and type complexity of the parameters are captured as
well.

This research set out to elucidate the following:

• Definition of the Interface Complexity Metrics
• Implementation of Interface Complexity Metrics
• Validation of Interface Complexity Metrics

Chapters 2 and 3 define and show the implementation of the interface complexity meuics.
The validaüon of the interface complexity metrics follow these lines:

• Getting the data (ADS) from SPS
• Analyzing the data using the Analyzer presented in Chapter 2
• Gathering and reducing the interface complexity data
• Correlating the interface complexity data to other well-known metrics

This validation is admittedly only on one system with subjective initial predefined type
weights due to the lack of an error history. If, however, an error history were present,
then a more thorough investigation could be accomplished with the fine tuning ability of the
complexity manager. Yet, even without an error history correlations of these metrics with
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other well lcnown and validated metrics can be used so as to increase the credibility of these
metrics.

Without an error history, these numbers and functions presented here lack a degree
of believability. Therefore, the final phase of the analysis is a subjective examination of the

source code.

Analysis

The ADS system was run through the analyzer with output for the code metrics,

interface complexity metrics, and hybrid metrics. The next step is to correlate these inter-

face complexity metrics with well known and previously validated metrics. The statistics

generated are Pearson correlation coefficients.

Known Mezrics Correlation

First it is important to give an understanding of the metrics that are used to correlate
to the interface complexity metrics. These metrics were discussed in chapter 1, and figure

23 gives an abbreviation of each of the metrics.

Figure 24 gives the correlations between these metrics. This figure points out the

relationship among the code metrics: LOC, N, V, E, and CC. And also, the differences

among the code metrics and the hybrid metrics: WOOD and INFO. The metrics generated
I

for this system are discussed in great length in [CHAB89].I

I
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Abbreviation Meanin

Lines er Code
N Halstead's N
V Halstead's V

Halstcad's E
CC McCabc's C clomatic Com lexi

WOOD Woodfield's Review Com • lexi
He -Kafura Information Flow Com lexit

Figure 23: List of Abbreviations

a
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LOC N v E cc w00D INFO
@ 0.030 0.067 0.061 0.029 0.000 0.058 1.000
WOOD 0.561 0.965 0.962 0.991 0.565 1.000

-
cc: 0.566 0.561 0.549 0.602 1.000 —-

0.574 0.932 0.954 1.000 -——
v 0.610 0.991 1.000N 0.634 IEZIÄÄKÄK@ 1.000

If----
Figure 24: Correlations Among Established Metrics

1I
[
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Known Metrics VS Interface Complexity Metrics

The first question is how well do the eight interface complexity measures correlate
to established metrics. This question is important because of the need not to generate use-
less or redundant metrics. Figure 25 shows the correlation among LOC, N, V, E, CC,

I WOOD, and INFO with AccN, Acc, P1, P2, FAccN, FAcc, FP1 and FP2.

In figure 25 it is interesting to note the moderate to high correlations between N, V,
and E and AccN, Acc, and Pl. This is due to the fact that these measures are generated
partially from counts of code token weights, while Halstead only counts the number of to-
kens. In the same vein, it is very understandable why NPO correlates very poorly to these
measures, as would be expected. This shows that AccN, Acc, and Pl are gathering data
somewhat like Halstead's Software Science Indicators, but still differently.

Another interesting fact that figure 25 brings to light is the very low correlation of
FAccN, FAcc, FP1 and FP2 to the code metrics. This is logical and expected. These met-
rics measure the complexities associated with the procedures calling the current procedure
under inspection. Therefore, no correlation between the calling procedures interface com-
plexity with the current procedures code or hybrid metrics are found.

Also with regards to figure 25, it should be noted that the first parameter complexity
(Pl and FP1) in general show higher correlations then the second parameter complexity
(P2 and FP2). Later there is a discussion on the correlation of functions of the interface

complexity metrics with the well known metrics, and these functions involving Pl and FP1

show a higher correlation to selected metrics, and are thus more meaningful. However, II
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this is just a by·product of the type weights defined for this experiment and should not al-
ways be taken as axiomatic. Different type weights yield different values of Pl.

Finally, figure 25 also shows that if Ada is used as a design language, then several
established metrics for the final code can be estimated from this design. This is due to the
high correlation between AccN and the established metrics N, V, E, and WOOD.
Therefore, given an adequately detailed design with all interfaces in place, Halstead’s
Software Science Indicators can be gathered. Thus, helping to choose between designs by
just knowing the number of accesses (AccN).

Figure 26 shows the correlation among the interface complexity metrics. These
numbers help to show the differences within the two groups of interface complexity met-

rics: (AccN, Acc, Pl and P2) and (FAccN, FAcc, FPl and FP2). The interesting note is
that while Pl and P2 correspond highly, FPl and FP2 correspond poorly. This can be at-
tributed to the variation, within the procedure calls environments and parameters, which
spans over all the procedures calling the procedure in question.

[

These correlations are interesting, however, if taken singularly they fail to take ad-

vantage of the richness of the all the interface complexity metrics. In order to exploit these

metrics, and thus create more meaning, functions of these metrics are created.

[
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AccN Acc P1 P2 FAocN FAcc FP1 FP2
ä 0.575 0.507 0.610 0.394 0.025 0.057 0.033 -0.006
N 0.924 0.695 0.943 0.566 0.031 0.062 0.048 0.001
V 0.949 0.694 0.953 0.622 0.027 0.054 0.042 0.001

0.930 0.648 0.935 0.642 0.004 0.011 0.030 -0.001
CC 0.620 0.651 0.690 0.545 -0.017 -0.008 0.049 -0.011
WOOD 0.933 0.646 0.922 0.656 0.019 0.031 0.043 0.005
ä 0.064 0.034 0.063 0.018 0.448 0.389 0.655 0.166

Figure 25: Correlations Among Established Metrics and Interface
Complexity Metrics
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AccN Acc P1 P2 FAccN FAcc FP1 FP2
FP2 0.002 -0.006 0.002 0.000 0.257 0.271 0.401 1.000
FP1 0.039 0.026 0.048 0.006 0.714 0.482 1.000

—

1=A6e 0.012 0.000 0.010 0.003 0.801 1.000 -—
1=A66N -0.001 -0.011 -0.002 0.001 1.000

---
P2 0.790 0.742 0.7181.000P10-961

MPHMI-----
8.68 6.868 1.000 ÄTÄKX-AccN 1.000-X1m

Figure 26: Correlations Among Interface Complexity Metrics

l
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Functions of the Interface Complexity Metrics

It is very important to create functions that intuitively hold meaning for the re-

searcher or software engineer. In many cases metrics are viewed by managers, and their

knowledge of a system might be limited to only these measures. Thus, a function that is

easily understood, by software engineers and managers alike, can be incorporated more

easily into a working environment. The functions that are derived and addressed are all

correlated with lines of code (LOC), Halstead's E (E), Woodfield's review complexity

(WOOD), and Henry-Kafura's information flow complexity (INFO).

This research formed two different sets of equations for two different parameter

complexities, for a total of four equations. These equations differ in that one set is based

on a summation operator, while the second set is based over a multiplication operator.

Summation and multiplication were used because of their intuitive applicability. It is the

intent of this research to capture the entire interface complexity over a procedure, hence, the

operands of these functions represent the interfaces into and out-of the procedure in ques-

tion.

One such function investigated incorporates both the interface complexity coming

into and out of the procedure in question. This function, referred to as F1+, is (Acc * Pl)

+ (FAcc * FP1). The first product represents the complexity into the procedure, while the

second product stands for the complexity out of the procedure. Figure 27 shows the corre-

lations to established metrics. The interesting aspect of this function is that it correlates

poorly to both code, structure and hybrid metrics. This implies that this function is

I1

Ä
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measuring something different. It cannot be said whether this difference is good or bad but
that it is different.

Ä
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F1+: Acc * P1 + FAcc * FP1)
Correlation
Coefücient

ß 0.28539
0.47745

WG)D 0.49844
ß 0.50984

Figure 27: Function F1+ vs Established Metrics
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The function F1·•·, (Acc *P1) * (Facc * FP1) is a product function similar to the

sum function above. However, its correlations are very different. In this case it is com-
pared to another function, F2=•, (Acc * P2) * (FAcc * FP2), which represents logically the
same concept, only with the second parameter complexity. Table 28 shows the relationship
between these two functions and established metrics.

The f1rst aspect to notice, from figures 27 and 28, is the difference in the correla-
tions between functions F1,. and F1=•·. With the only difference being to sum or take the
product, there is bewildering difference between the correlations. In one case, F1+, there
is poor correlation to all measures, while with F1-•· there is much better correlation to INFO
and poorer to the code metrics. However, this could be a reaction to the squared term
within INFO, and the product grows much faster in F1·•· than the sums within LOC, E and
WOOD.

The next aspect, derived from figure 28, is the similarities in correlations between
the two functions F1·•· and F2•· . If the correlation between P1 vs. P2, and FP1 vs. FP2
are considered, then the similarities of the correlations fall into line and are are not surpris-
ing.
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Fl•Z Acc * P1 * FAcc * FP1)
F2•: Acc * P2 * FAcc * FP2)

Correlation Coefficients
F1• F2•

0.03311 0.03270
E 0.02996 0.02950
WOOD 0.06208 0.06174
INFO 0.91971 0.91970

Figure 28: Functions F1=•· & F2=•= vs Established Metrics

1
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The final two functions that are examined are concemed with the second parameter
complexity of the interface complexity metrics, Functions F2, and F2·•· mirror functions
F1, and F1• respectively, with the sole exception that they deal with the second parameter
complexity of the interface complexity metrics, not the first. These two functions are of
interest because of their inverseness to the established metrics, Function F2., correlates

moderately to E and WOOD, while function F2• correlates very poorly to E and WOOD.
Furthermore, function F2·•· also correlates very high with INFO while F2, correlates very
low. The second parameter functions were "inverses" to each other, and because of the
mirroring of the f°u·st and second parameter functions, this trait could be expected in the first
parameter function correlations. Yet, this "inverseness" is not present in the first parameter
functions. This is because of some property of FL,.

X
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F2+: Acc * P2 + FAcc * FP2
F2·•·: Acc * P2 * Acc * FP2

Correlation Coeflicients
F2 F2•

0.34048 0.03270
E 0,57726 0,02950
WOOD 0.59038 0.06174
INFO 0.06788 0.91970

Figure 29: Functions F2+ & F2=•· vs Known Metrics

l
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Examining these numbers helps to show the credibility of the interface complexity
metrics. Yet, a subjective examination of the code is needed to determine the impact of the
interface metrics.

Subjective Examination I

The data that from SPS included all the source code for the ADS system. There-
fore, it was determined that some rationale be developed to correspond to the metrics that
were calculated. Due to the lack of an error history a subjective examination of the code
was deemed necessary.

Strategy for Examination

To implement the subjective examination on the interface complexity metrics the
eight measures (Acc, AccN, Pl, P2, FAcc, FAccN, FP1, and FP2) were considered.

Each of the eight measures were rank ordered, and several procedures corresponding to
extremely high values were examined. All of these procedures were within the top 1% of
the interface complexity metric in question. These procedures were examined from an in-
tuitive stand point, as well as from a more rigorous stance that involved the examination of
the established metrics.

Figure 30 displays the procedure numbers, generated within the Analyzer, with ex-
treme values of the eight interface complexity metrics. The bold-italicized numbers repre-
sent procedures that are extremes in more than one interface complexity metric (this in-
cludes all eight measures.) One procedure number per cell represents that the complexity
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metric was summed up over that procedure, while two procedure numbers represent a spe-
cific communication between the two procedures.

Figure 31 lists the procedures, in numerical order, found in figure 30 with its corre-

sponding percentile to established metrics. It should be noted that this is a frequency per-
centile, in other words, being in the top 1% ( > 99.0 in figure 31) corresponds to having
one of the top 1% values. This is not to be confused with having a value only 1% different
from the maximum.
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Comlexi Measure Procedure I Comlexi Measure Procedure

-

Value Number Value Number

AccN 1634 2754 I FAccN 1085 1937

_

1125 6829 841 6661

_

605 1939 829 3932[ul- 919 9991
A99 8868 2754 727 2333— 9999 9922 I-K-—

3380 1939 I 192199 11214 3932SKI- 9999 999
6887 2754 8474 6651—
5235 6829 7494 2521

_

3551 1939 6880 2733— 9299 991911-

-

2075 1174 5839 6651SKI- 9229 9991
49187 2754 5667 1937

-

16994 1939 5041 2333I 9299 1929 I-1-
_

2842 4377 12170 2754: 4961

-

1454 5760 11597 6651—“I- 19999 9999
-1-I- 19999 929999 9999

V I Figure 30 Extreme Values of Interface Complexity Metrics

I
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Procedure Number CC WOOD INFO
992 > 99.0 98.3 22.9 > 99.0 > 99.0
1174 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0
1937 58.3 29.3 22.9 35.4 > 99.0
1939 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0
1978 > 99.0 > 99.0 73.4 > 99.0 > 99.0
2333 33.2 32.4 22.9 42.1 > 99.0
2521 > 99.0 > 99.0 83.0 > 99.0 > 99.0
2733 94.6 87.7 22.9 95.2 > 99.0
2754 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0
3915 > 99.0 > 99.0 22.9 > 99.0 91.3
3932 84.9 74.0 22.9 83.5 > 99.0
4377 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 >99.04922

78.1 79.0 59.0 78.3 96.7
4958 41.6 53.2 22.9 50.6 86.3
4961 41.6 48.3 22.9 49.0 89.4
5760 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 > 99.0 95.7 ~
6651 33.2 32.4 22.9 42.1 > 99.0

7 6661 41.6 43.4 22.9 50.6 > 99.0
6829 > 99.0 > 99.0 22.9 > 99.0 91.8

Figure 31: Frequency Count Percentile Breakdown of Extreme IC
Procedures

N
l
N
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Examination Results

Each interface complexity metric is addressed by examining the extremes within the
two areas: measures from within the current procedure (AccN, Acc, P1, and P2), and

measures associated with the calling procedures (FAccN, FAcc, FP1, and FP2).

Measures within Current Procedure

The four interface complexity metrics, AccN, Acc, P1 and P2 are discussed here

according to the extreme values contained within figure 30.

Extreme AccN Measures

Examination of figure 30 shows that procedure 2754 dominates in all four mea-

sures. This is not surprising because procedure 2754 is the main parser driver (yyparse

within the adl_parser package). Why should this generate large interface complexity mea-

sures? This procedure can be described as a very large CASE statement, which accounts

for the access complexity, Acc. Also for the most part, each alternative within the CASE

statement is a communication invocation of the either a call or reference to a variable within

another package, often both, thus increasing AccN. This is a very complex routine; how-

ever, it should be noted that it is the nature of parsers to be complex in this manner, espe-
cially one for Ada. This is the location in which the parse tree is derived, therefore there
are great amounts of highly complex information flowing out, hence the high parameter

complexities for P1 and P2. This procedure, with regards to the other known metrics, was

noticeable in LOC, N, V, E, CC, WOOD, and INFO (all in top 1% as shown in figure 31).

[
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The second procedure under this category, AccN, 6829, is an initialization proce-
dure (initia1ize_standard_scope from visibility_tree__manager package). This procedure ini-
tializes the standard (root) scope of a parsing visibility tree. It can be seen that this proce-
dure is simply an enumeration of many procedure calls to create a tree that houses Ada
Pragmas, Reserved Words, Exceptions, Types, and a set of characters. For each individ-
ual item several calls are made with often many parameters. During the subjective investi-
gation into this procedure it was noted that the character initializations into the tree were
enumerated out; yet, this task could be accomplished by a looping structure at a savings of
276 procedural invocations (3 procedures called for 92 different characters). The calls
would still be made, but within a loop not from straight line code which is better program-
ming than the enumeration style. The interface complexity metrics pointed this program-
ming style out. This.procedure's INFO measure failed to capture the necessary complex-
ity, while the code metrics were noticeable (top 1%, excluding CC). It can be said, how-

ever, that the code metrics are only noticeable because of the length not because of the inter-

connections and communication. Therefore, the code metrics reached the same conclusion
as the interface complexities, but the reasoning behind the code metrics is much different

The third, and final, procedure listed as an extreme case of AccN is a database rou-

tine (copy within adl_database package). Procedure 1939, as AccN testifies, is full of ref-

erence and invocation communications. As above, the code metrics are high for this case
(top 1%).

Each of the procedures flagged by AccN were also noted by the established metrics.

This fact, along with the data from figure 25, helps further demonstrate thecorrespondenceof
AccN and the known metrics. 1

1
11
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Extreme Ace Measures

Figure 30 lists two procedures under both AccN and Acc: 2574 (parser) and 1939
(database copy routine). It should be easy to see why both of these procedures would also
have a great interface complexity access metric. Yet, what about procedure 6829, an initial-
ization (initialize_standard_scope within visibility_tree_manager package), why is it not
included here? Examination of this procedure shows that while it contains many communi-
cations through references and calls, all of these are contained within straight line code.
Thus, procedure 6829 has a relatively low interface complexity access metric.

The interesting question is where did procedure 4377 come from? This procedure
does not have an extreme AccN, therefore, the communication is complex because of the
environment-- not just a side product of the number of calls. Procedure 4377 is a lexical 4
analyzer (yylex within lexical_analyzer package). The code contains, like the parser, a
large CASE statement nested within a WI—HLE—DO statement. Also within this procedure
(function) the code metrics generated are high (top 1%), and CC, as expected, is very high
(top 1%). However, as before, these numbers just reflect the effect of the length as op-
posed to the communication environment which Acc models. INFO also failed to take no-
tice of this procedure.

These extreme Acc measures relate well with the code metrics, as shown here and

in figure 25.

I
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Extreme P1 Measures

The P1 measure is generated from the sum of the type and operator complexities of

the parameters, summed over all calls. Therefore, this metric is sensitive, in a manner, to
the number of calls. So it can be easily seen why procedures 2754 (parser), 6829
(initialization of standard scope), and 1939 (database copy) are effected, and thus in the
extremes. Yet, the meaning ofP1 should not be lost, because it is actually the type weights
that contribute the most to this metric, and these procedures pass very complex types.

Procedure 1174 is not listed in either the AccN or Acc extremes, so this leads the

conclusion that the parameters are complex as opposed to any influence from the number of

communications. This procedure (meets_constraints within ada_unit package) is composed
of 20 inline CASE statements that decode and take action on given operators. The parame-
ter complexity is generated from the fact that much of the manipulation within this proce-
dure is in regard to record fields, and therefore, the entire complexity of the record is con-
sidered. Records have higher complexity, and this translates into a higher complexity for

the parameters.

Extreme P2 Measures

The P2 measure examines, by sum, the modification complexity of the parameters
along with any operator complexities. This parameter complexity is more intuitively alined
with the data flow concept, in other words, this measure tries to capture the modification
complexity associated with each parameter. Therefore, procedures with high P2 values are

modifying their data to a great extent, so by this reasoning, it is not strange to see proce-
dures 2754 (parser) and 1939 (database copy) with high values.
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It is remarkable, however, to see procedure 4377 (lexical analyzer) presented here.
Recall that this procedure did not demonstrate an overly high AccN, but did show a high
Acc, leading to the speculation that there were not relatively many communications, but
they were taking place in very highly complex environments. The inclusion of 4377 in the
P2 extreme list adds to this hypothesis that the parameters were modified greatly. This
should fall in line with our concept of a lexical analyzer -- the modifications come from the
I/O and internal manipulation associated with token fetching.

Procedure 1978 represents a routine with intuitively a very high interface complex-
ity. This routine (Create within ADL_Database package) contains many invocations
through procedure and function calls.

Measures from Calling Procedures

This next section of subjective analysis centers around the four measures attained
from the calling procedures. These are in fact the AccN, Acc, Pl and P2 measures
summed from all the calling procedures ~- which create FAccN, FAcc, FP1 and FP2 re-
spectively. Therefore, it is not the procedures calls or code that has the influence so in-
specting these procedures must include exarnination of the procedures that communicate
with them.

Within this section there are several instances of utilities being flagged as extreme.
This should is not alarming because, while utilities are often simple, they are widely used
and abused. The data provided by SPS was broken into for subsystems, one of which was
utility support, perhaps the utilities should not have been included in the analysis. This

l
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would lead to the monitoring of other procedures which might be more useful. However,
this study is executed over the entire data set, including utilities.

Extreme FAccN Measures

FAccN defines the number of calls, or communications, to the current procedure.
Therefore, intuitively this defmes the procedure that is called, or communicated with, the
most. In this study, the procedure 1937 had the greatest FAccN value. This procedure
(convert within adl_database package, renamed unchecked_convert) has many flows into

the procedure, as FAccN and INFO (top 1%) depict. This procedure is also an extreme for
the interface complexity metric FP1.

The next procedure examined, 6661, is a procedure within an instantiation of a
generic package (variable_string_of within the text__utilities package, renamed
st1ing_utilities). This is a simple one line routine that converts a string to a variable string
type; however, it is not the simplicity of this procedure that FAccN measures, but the high
degree of calls to this procedure from other procedures. This is a support function that is
widely called, and thus this degree of FAccN is not surprising.

The third procedure on the FAccN list demonstrates a characteristic of Ada. This
procedure, 3932, is called deünitions, and it is just that: a package of definitions. How-
ever, due to the makeup of Phase 1 of the analyzer, all references to a variable within this
package are treated as communication into the package. And, like wise, the interface com-

plexity metrics capture this communication. Within this procedure are definitions of null

variables, used through Out the code for testing and comparisons, therefore, the value of
829, which is relatively high, is explainable.

l
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Procedure 6651 is interesting since it is found under extreme in all four metrics:

FAccN, FAcc, FP1 and FP2. Due to this trait this procedure is dealt with later. Also, pro-

cedure 2333 is shown later.

Extreme FAcc Measures

The FAcc measures the access complexities within all calling procedures for a given

procedure. The highest access complexity is assigned to procedure 3932 (definitions).

This is easily understood since the variables defined within the defmitions package are used

throughout the code (high FAccN) and this usage adds to the FAcc complexity. This intu-

itively stands to reason that a procedure with a high fan in would have a high access com-

plexity; however, this is not always the case. For example, procedure 1937 produced the

highest FAccN value, yet it was not selectedas an extreme FAcc value. This would tend to

imply that while there is a great deal of communication, the environments of the communi-
U

cations are not relatively great. This reasoning also applies to the second routine, 992

(adl_database package).
{

Procedure 2521 is a utility within the database system. This procedure (open

within adl_database package) has two formal parameters: a database type parameter and a

string parameter, which represent a database and its name respectively. The database type
parameter is highly complex, however, it is the environment (access) complexity of the

calls into this procedure that is of interest. The discussion of this procedure continues

within the discussion of extreme FP1 measures.
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The f'mal procedure within the extreme list of the complexity interface metric FAcc 5

is 2733 - a package of type definitions (adl_database_types). This, again, is another par-
ticularity of Ada. This üle contains several sets of enumerated types, and due to the trans-
lation of the Ada source, the values of the enumerated types reside within this package.
Therefore, all references to an enumerated type elementare references to this package. In
other languages, this case might not be possible, hence, it is important to understand the
process by which Ada is translated by the analyzer. [CHAB89]

Extreme FP1 Measures

The FP1 variable measures the weight of types through a communication. Proce-
dure 2521 (open within adl_database package), as noted above, has a very complex data
structure that is passed into it. Therefore, it should not be strange that this procedure be
marked as an extreme given the complex parameter and the fact that this procedure is also
an extreme on the FAcc metric. It is very interesting to note that this procedure generates
the maximum INFO metric over the entire system, and INFO coupled with extreme inter-

E face complexity measures serves to reason out the unusually high (but still moderate) corre-
I

lations of INFO vs FAcc and FP1 within figure 25.

Another procedure of interest, 1937 (convert within adl__database package) is ex-
treme in FP1, but also in FAccN. Intuitively this means that there is a great deal of com-
munication into this procedure, and that this communication involves parameters of great
complexity. However, it should be noted that because of the additive property of these
metrics, the large value of FAccN could have contributed vastly. Yet, on inspection, there
are two parameters into this procedure both of great complexity: actual_db_type and
db__type (database types).
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Procedure 2333, deferred from above, is a function within the database manager
(is_open within adl_database package). This procedure is an extreme for both FAccN and
FP1. As above, a variable of high complexity (db_type) is passed into the procedure.

Extreme FP2 Measures

The interface complexity metric FP2 measures the modification complexity of all the

parameters passed to each procedure. Two procedures are of special interest here, 4961
and 4958. These procedures (set_scope_kind and set_name_kind, respectively, in
parse_stack package) have extreme values, but with the added information that the proce-
dure 2754 (parser) is responsible for the communication. All the other extreme values were

measured over an entire procedure, here, however, the communication from procedure

2754 (parser) to these routines is highlighted. There is a great deal of modification that

goes into the parameters for these procedures within the parser.

Finally, procedure 6651 is addressed. This procedure (string_of within
text_utilities, renamed string_utilities) is present in all four measures. This is a utility pro-

cedure with the fourth highest INFO of the system. However, it should be stressed, the

procedure is a utility so it is widely called. This brings up a point about information flow

and interface measures. Often the procedures with the greatest values are utilities, and a
large fan in is the nature of utilities.

Reverse Examination

The subjective examination demonstrated many relationships between the eight in-
terface complexity measures and the established metrics. For example, in the Acc case, a

1
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high Acc corresponed to high established code metrics. However, the question arises:
Does a high code metric imply a high interface measure? Figure 32 addresses this ques-
tion.

Figure 32 enumerates the correlations among the established code metrics and the
interface complexity measures. These correlations are taken over all procedures that has at
least one established metric within the top 1%. In this way, this table show the reverse ex-
amination of the previous section.

An interesting point about figure 32 is the correspondence among AccN and the
established metrics: LOC, N, V, E, CC, and WOOD. This relationship was pointed out
by the subjective evaluation, and figure 32 just gives credence to this relationship. The
moderate to high correlations among Acc, P1, and P2 with the established metrics are also
reflected within the subjective evaluation study.

A Many of the relationships within this table do not carry the weight of association
that is expected. This lack of correlation is reasonable considering these measures are taken
over 275 different structured procedures.

I
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AccN Acc P1 P2 FAccN FAcc FP1 FP2 2

ä 0.524 0.446 0.555 0.389 -0.036 -0.004 -0.027 -0.037
N 0.924 0.671 0.940 0.583 -0.024 0.007 -0.005 -0.023
V 0.946 0.684 0.948 0.631 -0.021 0.005 -0.007 -0.019

0.933 0.679 0.946 0.640 -0.036 -0.030 -0.008 -0.021
CC 0.586 0.653 0.664 0.551 -0.068 -0.064 0.001 -0.040
WOOD 0.937 0.676 0.932 0.653 -0.019 -0.008 0.006 -0.011
@ 0.047 0.017 0.044 0.001 0.491 0.402 0.718 0.317

Figure 32: Correlations Among Extreme Established Metric
Procedures and Interface Complexity Metrics

é

é
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Conclusions

There are three stages to the analysis of this research. The first stage shows that by
changing one predefined weight the interface complexity metric values still correlate highly.
This was expected, and the small experiment proved it.

The second stage of analysis is, by far, the most important. Correlations among
four functions of interface complexity metrics are examined. Each of the functions show
different characteristics:

F1,. This function shows poor to moderate correlation with
established metrics. This function measures aspects
found in both code and hybrid metrics.

F1• While this function does not correlate to code metrics, it
does correlate well to INFO.

F2+ This functions correlates to established metrics in much

the same way as Fl,. ·- yet, the correlations are higher.
F2·• For all practical purposes this function and F1·•- measure

and correlate the same.

Therefore, looking at these four functions, F1,. measures different aspects from therest.These
functions are also very dependent upon the weights a software engineer might set. E

So accepting one of these functions as axiomatic without proper veritication andvalidationwould
be inerror.Ä

1
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The final stage of this analysis is a subjective inspection of the code provided by
SPS. This stage is necessary to lend credibility to the interface complexity metrics. This
stage shows that indeed each interface complexity metric (AccN, Acc, Pl, P2, FAccN,
FAcc, FP1 and FP2) measures what it is designed to measure. These metrics also point
out Ada specific programming styles. This aspect is seen in procedures: 6661 (generics),
3932 (detinitions within a package), and 2733 (defmitions within a package).

In short, the set of interface complexity metrics was calculated over a large Ada
system. These metrics proved to be valuable for the given predefined weights, and func-
tions of these metrics were also meaningful.
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Chapter 5 : Conclusions

Research Conclusions

In conclusion, this research set out with the following goals:

1 Defme Interface Complexities
2 Specify Interface Complexity Metrics
3 Implement Interface Complexity Metric Calculations
4 Produce Metrics from the Data Provided by SPS
5 Verify Interface Complexity Metrics

This research attained all five goals.

The iirst goal is to define interface complexities. It was hypothesized that between
any two communicating modules a complexity exists. This point is not debatable; how-

ever, the concept of interface complexity used within this research is debatable. Interface
complexity, as defined by this research, is a function of the communication environment
and the parameters. Established metrics, to date, do not address interfaces by examining
both of these aspects. This research investigated bothaspects.E
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The second goal of this research is to defme a set of interface complexity measures.
These measures are presented within chapter 3. The interface complexity metric is defined
as a 2-tuple: (communication environment, parameter complexity). The communication
environment is a meastue of the environment at all points ofdataflow. While the parameter
complexity is measured in two ways: (1) in terms of the type complexity, and (2) in terms
of the modification complexity.

The third goal of this research is to implement the process of generating the inter-
face complexity metrics. This goal is discussed within chapter 2. The complexity manager
was developed and incorporated within the analyzer. This manager calculates all the inter-
face complexity metrics. However, the grouping and compaction of the data, as discussed
within chapter 4, is external to the analyzer. Also, the calculation of the type complexities
is handled within Phase 1 of the analyzer.

The fourth goal is the produce metrics from the data provided by SPS. This goal
took many man·hours of work, not to mention computer~hours.

The final goal was to verify the interface complexity metrics. This was done using
a three stage analysis. The first stage demonstrated the relationships involved in changing
weights. The second stage correlated and examined functions of the interface complexity
metrics. The final phase was a subjective examination of the code provided by SPS. This
analysis, discussed within chapter 4, showed several positive results, including:

• The interface complexity metrics can be, and are, generated.
• The interface complexity metrics are tunable for specific needs.
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I• The interface complexity metrics measure meaningful aspects of source
code.

• The interface complexity metrics can help in software quality.

Weaknesses

The weaknesses of this research include:
• Only one system was analyzed
• Lack of any error data limits the meaning of the functions.
• Code examination was subjective.

Future Work

The future work for these metrics would include:
• Addressing the weaknesses of the research, i.e. attain error data for predic-

tor equations, analyze more than one system (but from the same environ-
ment), and interaction with programmers on subjective examination.

• Compare interface metrics for different languages, different Environments,
different problem domains, and different design methodologies.

• Develop a methodology for deriving optimum weights for different lan-
guages, environments, problem domains, and design methodologies.
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Appendix A: Top 1% Interface Complexity
Measures

This appendix contains the interface complexity measures: AccN, Acc, Pl, P2,

FAccN, FAcc, FPl, and FP2, for the procedures with at least one of these measures within
the top 1%. This is added to show the diversity of the interface complexity metrics.
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To 1% Interface Comlexi Metric
Cut-OffsProcAccN Acc P1 P2 FAccN FAcc FP1 FP2

Numb. 46 517 253 148 40 340 273 238

58 3 3 14 3 3 21 30 27070 li 12 lu 3 13 41 303
152 Q 2 12 ja 7 17 121 257
175j 13 Q] 1 368 144 119
222 3 3 14 3 3 21 30 294
234 2 2 13 Q] 7 17 133 430
304 3 3 14 3 3 21 30 278
316 2 Q 12 Q 3 13 41 311
585 13 § 1 20 368 144 119@1] 2 l 13 Ä] 7 l7 133 364
726 2 2 12§j 16 101 251
878 3 3 14 3 3 2l 30 246890 2 1 13 [J 6 15 li-J 334
913 13 l 1 60 1% 356 269
919 Il?]-III669541 1 311 466 ll-I ll
ß 2 2 14 jl 43 243 933 714

972 2 2 14 § 22 32 465 537
992 ;lÄI—J§

380 8552 II1034 67 346 495 66 2 22 108 61042 28 ZE! 203 § 3 3 35 3
1106 61 308 394 li 2 22 118 6
1116 28 650 219 101 1 1 14 1
1147 26 70 121 212 Q 2l 33 1
1172 ll 151 67 li 28 422 140 261174 220 1166 2075 251 2 1175 —§II7 1180 lllljüiü 54 54 ill!1196 28 1693 371 101 13 145 1 1197
1202 25 752 334 148 10 32 239 31
1266 | 206 328 li 2 22 @ 6
1275 28 660 209 101 3 §] 3
1309 § 206 328 2 22 6
1318 28 660 209 101 3 -l§| 3
1352 206 326 2 22 6
1361 28 660 209 101 2 2 26 21395 51 258 373 93 2 22 118 61405 28 650 219 101 2 2 26 2
1443 204 298 2 22 92 6
1452 28 553 195 3 w§| 3
1486 §l 204 300 li 2 22 92 6
1495 28 553 195 @j 22 53 25
1557 22 67 110 170 3 31 15 3
1577 ll 160 7l 52 31 474 155 33
1579 143 770 1475 159 2 22 1580§
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To 1% Interface Comlexi Metric Cut-Offs
A66N ,466 P1 P2 1=A66N 16,466 FP1 FP2

Numb. 46 517 253 148 40 340 273 238

1593 28 1252 4 311 101jj 85 11
1599 25 § 277 151 12 24 237 241646 $1liB 330 li 2 22 iii
1658 28 209 101 3 §@ 3
1692 ll 206 330 2 22 @ 6
1701 28 660 209 101 3 §§ 3
1735 ißllmi 328l 2 22 6
1744 28 ßi 209 101 2 2 26 21776 lll!] 300 2 22 92 6
1787 28 553 195 3 ll] 6
1819 208 254 -1] 2 22i 6
1829 28 567 197 6 20 ß 6
1917 28 567 197 § 2 19 23 2
1935 121 QR] 1232 45919361667
Ällljljl 1085 1066 6667 ii

1939 605 3380 3551 169919401978
312 315 988 8769 3 1979 jjl

1999 105 552 905 107 2 22 190 2000
2013 28 902 255 101 3 3 35 3
2044 22 @ 106 142 13 13316EMI

125 663 1151 141 2 22 2 2065
2081 28 1084 284 101 3 3 35 32166 iltliüiü 37 670 662 7402167 lliülllü 37 37 592 222

7 2166 269 1601 1306 459
2167216620 63 £§liäI@ 1766 ju
2179 58 297 396 2 22 @1 6
2192 28 ä 194 2 2 28 2
2231 77 402 656 92 2 22 150 6
2245 28 762 235 101§ 4l
412290§@ 579 193 2 22 204 2291
2298
!l§I—§§L—§I230928 951 262 101 2 19 23 22333 iljüluiü 727 2466 6041 6226
2403 27 72 130 200 72 Q
2424 150 796 1273 195 2 22 2425 Q
2461 —]1llJ1§ 42 42 il?]2446 25 El 277 151 ljlflil2447 28 1266 315 101 lllléli
2520 2 Q ll§ 52 329 1561
2521 166 621 774 9325222556

85 jl!] 691 73 2 22 144 6
2674 28 766 221 illllljll
2608 497 744 @ 2 22 166 6
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To 1% Interface Comlexi Metxic Cut-Offs
AccN Acc P1 P2 FAccN FAcc FP1 FP2

Numb. 46 617 253 148 Q 340 273 238
812 232 11 2 2 28 2

2663 47 Q!] 345 21 2 22 @2700 imäzl 6oo 22 92 6
2716 28 553 195 ]| 15542733

?l-I]! 603 6880 lll!2735 38 194 3741 78 lllü
2736 22 110 21j 102 1346 1133 2737
2746 élillliü 567 2805 ij!
2754 1664 8868 6887 2755 10 ß 328 6713
2761 lllllll 466 6061 XI}!
3072 2 2 12 §J 16 101 243
3154 2 2 12 16 101 319
3236 2 Q 12 6 15 81 253
3259 13 10 1 36 746 290 199
3265 llljülü 41 467 li!
3310 2 § 15 ja 29 172 682 504
3318 jl 15 jl 15 25 339 387
6342 1 1 ij! 79 412 $121
3395 6 6 14 6 6 21 30 254
3407 2 2 12 ]| 16 101 359
3429j 18 17 -J 39 155 692 554
3432 33 285 § 175 1 6 22 2l
3450 23 653 28 § 1 6 §
3453 22 60 l 288 1 1 12
6466 lljilllü 152 918 iii
3507 10 14 25 212 713 ß 21
3620 13 —J

1 28 626 200 159
3626 Älillllü 33 364 jüjü
6671 2 2 13 Q 21 111 448 340
3679 6 2 2 13

—§
ll 2l 221 282

3801 j 13 l 1 32 624 230 179° 3807 fl}!-JÄI 37 424 §I
3852 2 j 14j 25 135 537 408
3860 2 2 14 13 23 267 338
3915 383 383 2722 § 1 1 6 3916
3931 43 17 21 32 348 54 61
3932 K 829 11214 §l§3663 llliillü 78 1265 ill!
3934 73 788 338 35 6 15 107 3935
3937 52 543 253 36 2 47T
3938 115 1685 453 54 1 1 35 3939
3940 107 813 297 100 1 § 3941
3943 306 165 116 6 33 24 14
3945 59 751 123 87 2 42 22 6
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To 1% Interface Comlexi Metric Cut—Offs
Proc AccN Acc P1 P2 FAccN FAcc FP1 FP2

Numb. 46 517 253 148 40 340 273 238

3946 31 ll 35 2 35 30 6
3947 104 1300 282 31 1 1 38 Q
3948 710 209 47 5 ß 78 33976 lllilil 83 476 juli3983 27 129 § 432 @ 1037 3984 Q
3997 29 133 51 432 20 397 176 @
4001 70 222 437 23§ 30 29 3
4002 @ 237 376 28 3 24 21 34096 81 520 332 224 iliillll4106 34 216 188 198 Ilhiüél4136 § 13 j 1 24 jl!] 172 139
4187 2 2 13 ia 17 87 360 272
4195 2 2 13 §§ 19 177 382
4207 7 7 iiillll 736 ldiü
4210j 23 30 28 908 594 303
4211 3 18 18 15 3 13 3654212 il 281 146 142 2 jllil
4218 1352 329 747 3 14 79 78
4235 Q 13 j 1 28 542 200 159
4241 6 0 ill! 33 364 iii!4282 3 3 14 3 3 21 30 262
4286 2 2 13 ji 2l 111 448 340
@ 2 2 13} ll 21 221 5024309 41 1036 Käilillliüil4313 ililllil 83 112 lll4315 14 37 l 123 76 76 15214319 élllliü 36 560 @24326 106 2142 374 33 liillül4329 59 1931 231 28 illljlll

4343 53 753 211 10 2 7 32 14376 § 22 1631 iii!' 4376 lliliüil 115 217 ll?]4377 357 3544 428 2842 1 4378 4l 140
4612 2 2 ll 2 12 19 245
4682 3 3 14 3 3 21 30 286
4694 2 2 ll jl 2 12 19 2934706 ÄJXJÄGKJ 53 226 iliü4709 38 194 374 1 1 3j
4710 19 19 60 176 1 1jj
4750j 14 28 65 78 280
4752 24 162 106 475 2 l5 12 6
4826 2 2 12

_!

6 15 81 269
4849 13 ll 1 34 724 276 189
4855 ul-!-El
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To 1% Interface Comlexi Metric Cut·Offs I

ß A6610 Aü P1 P2 PACCN PA66 FP1 FP2
Numb. 46 517 253 148 40 340 273 238

4900 j 2 16§ 27 159 635 4684908j 2 16 14 24 317 55139 359 10466[Hull 39l 3 15 141 46604948 —l!Jl}-E 670 il}!4952 2 14 —]j 188 1707 1593 1844953 2 14 88 im 744 1234958 1 1 jl]! 7 35 104 102254960 1 1 illu 3 15 24 60294961 1 1 jj 10 42 110 121704977 1 1 3 -§ 27 178 297 Q4990 lljljlél 176 322 ill!13 7 1 24 416 148 1335057 2 2 12 17 @ 327 2565170 3 13 7 1 26 458 160 1435221 2 2 12 § 19 91 367 2885229 2 2 12 ji 10 20 181 2615241
_!-l}I§§

721 §I5248 18 12 3146377 1 1 3 ii 31 137 imi —
5379 3 37 171 2405392 1 1 63 ll5393 1 1 16 3 43 223 129 -J6407 34 667 119 3 illlijü5410 31 182 141 1841551547 368 234 41615585368 224 377 1 44ui5620 47 385 234 4161565554 639 236 3351576077 1123 338 1454 1 57615765 Q 24 20 7 107 70 4845795 53 581 216 2771583053 581 216 277 1 li 58315865 36 302 188 XE 1192 203 3821593597 1226 331 im 1 li! 59366051 130 1077 337 457§ 20 6052 156055 61 134 263 63 123606252 462 262 27 2 26 12 106065 91 418 306 138 3 27 18 206072 454 223 12 1 10ui6145 2 Q 12jj 16 101 265 Q6239 —l§Il1§ 61 1190 ll! ,6363 1 1 30 ja 13 13 382 246

Q
E
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Te 1% Interface Comlexi Metric Cut-Offs
ß ACCN Acc P1 P2 FAccN 1=Acc FP1 1=1>2
Numb. 46 517 253 148 40 340 273 238

6367 1 1 3 132 10
[IE] 19 338 214 607 3 6 63§

47 710 244 15 39 20865216523
121 648 293 18 1 3 §

10 38 85§ 10 60 262 245
6527 45 $1] 154 74 2 10 92 6528
6647 llillllü 52 52 520 ll6666 ÄIÄIIJÄ 124 1146 Xdlü6560 jlillll 27 667 74 116569 illliüil 52 52
2606616illüiüä 35 176 83 6046618 lliiüiil 26 54 117 662
6620 juüjl 113 1323 345 1452
6644 il 13lll! 38 383
6646 ililiüil 63 466 601 1772
6651 “§-ij] 819 8474 5839 1159
6664 Ill 60 164 ü
@ 6 29 30 53 254 34515496661

841 4473 1149 211
6662 $ 58 365 §;ü
6670 lllliüil 45 45 590 42
6675 7 7 @ 25 136 1569 2946681 53 342 110 33 45 350 6682 111
6690 ll § 57 3 26 57 300 -§
6694 1 1 3 jl 73 378
4076702ali]-§—ü 91 1667 -§
6703j 45 36 12 27 376 302 §l
6706 Ilillliü 30 2492926709

1 1 13 §@ 585 574 27
6715 2 Q 10 Q 60 634 125 113
6717 7 107 30 Q 31 166 310 21
6719 115 10 jd 56 428 584 38
6723 7 108 30 10 43 149 QM 27
6726 1 1 3¤ 185 670 552 jl
6762 1 1 lll 114 242 174é
6735 1 1 3j 43 3563466767

l 81 1626 -J§l
6769 7 19 38 § 79 395 1466 1515
6771 15 63 47 illiiü 262 660
6776 52 132 254 21 1 6 74 70
6779 66 177 217 1 6 39 21
6780 70 270 379 162 1 6 76 6781
6782 60 144 192§ 2 10 § 42
6785 104 252 13 1 6 83 91
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To 1% Intcrfacc Comlcxi Mctric Cut—Offs
Acc P1 P2 PACCN FAcc FP1 PP2

Numb. 46 517 253 148 40 340 273 238

6787 61 218 387 22 10 128 6788
6789 58 165 323 § 1 6 K§
6794 “l—J!J

60 228 -J6805 10 10 3 jl 30 Ä 341 71
6829 1125 1125 5235 783 1 6830 19
6831 62 250 186 71
6839 818 262 117 1 1 3 li6840 128 907 575 51 1 3
3684571 KH! 303 3 6 }l
6860 734 153 7 1 1 3 -§
6864 Q 30 12 3 57 149 111 146921 ÄIÄJXJÄJ 170 248 2306E6928 1 1 -€I}

42 137
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Appendix B: Metrics for Top 1% Interface
Complexity Procedures

This appendix contains all the established metrics for each procedure contained
within Appendix A.

Also, the following table lists the mean, standard deviation, minimum and maxi-
mum values over all units of analysis of the system. This is included for comparison pur-
poses.

Memc Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum•’ 20. 5 1 2391N 99.6 247 4 10892V 553.4 2030 8 93218
E 21370.1 201593 12 9961191CC 3.0 9 1 354RC 21260.0 197702 12 9961191
INFO 16959213555.0 831363564057 1 55959169202181
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Metncs for To 1% Inte ace Comlexit
-§@|]_K§ N V E CC WOOD INFO

58 10 67 311 5170 1 3446 1243671040
70 i 51 220 2976 1 3306 48412800

152 @ 51 220 2976 1 5429 282268800
175 13 @@5] 3246 3 6477 9414613
222 10 67 311 5170 1 3446 253210240
234 Ä 51 220 2976 1 5429 5445000
304 10 67 311 5170 1 3446 853776000
316 Sl 220 2976 1 3306 32772608
585 13 E 208 3246 3 6477 8613748
li 51 220 2976 1 5429 153475200

726 Ä 51 220 2976 1 5168 276595200
878 10 67 311 5170 1 3446 2598544000
890 l 51 220 2976 1 4776 107399168
913 13 @ 3246 3 6492 176625748
919 19 ß 304 2385 1 4769 316436659
jäli 29 113 1275 1 2400 697250400
@§| 51 224 3327 1 6653 42320000

972 jl 5l 220 2976 1 5950 214659200
ß 255 1072 7666 99136 1 198300 1673055000O

1034 185 769 4681 459321 76 306214 4736000
1042 67 372 2310 86034 -ä 95593 32830000
1106 185 693 4248 365197 ß 243464 4736000
1116 Ä 372 2310 86034 l 86034 4318272
1147 101 @ 4264 201978 6 224420 301584384
1172 30 172 25794 6 50992 175692000
1174 677 2605 17231 3192102 287 2128068 17331200
1180 2 6 12 23 1 23 2
1196 97 606 3370 114004 l 182969 237271312
1202 Q1! 428 2818 87595 1 164936 349448000
1266 147 626 3168 237582 53 158388 1843968
1275 ß 363 2240 84383 § 93759 26195400
1309 147 626 3168 237582 53 158388 1843968
1318 § 363 2240 84383 1 93759 27542856
1352 147 626 3168 237582 53 158388 1843968
1361 li 363 2240 84383 l 56256 12514788
1395 181 635 3838 333059 ß 222039 2270464
1405 E 371 2296 86712 -ä 57808 13647872
1443 147 626 3166 237582 53 158388 1843968
1452 67 363 2240 84383 11 93759 29185200
1486 147 624 3132 245404 53 163603 1843968
1495 Ä 362 2226 85086 l 119750 54895104
1557 77 502 3251 136631 6 151813 51774800
1577 30 172 25794 6 50992 64123320
1579 445 1721 11001 1689060 188 1126040 11392000
1593 83 443 2869 100554 Ä 174624 45450800
1599 Ä 366 2333 74288 l 142779 213840000
1649 147 626 3168 237582 53 158388 1843968
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Mcmcs or To 1% Intcrfacc mlcxir
N V E CC WOOD INFO

1658 @ 363 2240 84383 -ä 93759 15206400
1692 147 526 3168 237582 53 158388 1843968
1701 E 363 2240 84383 93759 15846600
1735 147 526 3168 237582 53 158388 1843968
1744 li 363 2240 84383 -3 56256 6120000
1778 147 526 3168 237582 53 158388 1843968
1787 67 363 2240 84383 93759 17426700
1819 149 513 3078 231660 154440 18690561829 E 362 2226 85086 1 136557 23760000
1917 363 2240 84383 E 56256 3744000
1935 165 1320 9491 324621 39 632353 34171645365
1937 10 26 @ 461 1 924 22904461600640
1939 751 4994 39606 4591799 78 4591799 447115360000
1978 207 2056 15716 713908 3 793231 10449572175
1999 315 1246 7808 999171 132 666114 8064000
2013 75 408 2594 92870 i 103188 39421875BEI 73 QL!] 2958 125352 l 83568 28151793

381 1477 9338 1328517 158 885678 9753600
2081 79 425 2724 96978 -§ 107754 416390042156 1l§l§l11—l
21572166 E 1727 12417 522165 39 348110 119273169600
2169 ß 322 1974 74628 5 49752 5112121
2179 153 647 3911 343166 61 228777 3916800
2192 E 363 2240 84383 56256 3146000
2231 247 948 5868 629744 100 419829 6323200

71 390 2451 89408 125834 8797184@ 317 1075 6675 793649 108 529099 3976448
2298 2 5 12 23 1 23 2
2309 75 405 2553 94748 E 63166 4320000
2333 20 74 651 1 1304 5077229827416
2403 2] 646 3555 151965 6 151965 5490810
2424 423 1622 10451 1449872 163 966581 10828800
2431 2 . 5 12 23 1 23 2
2443 E 358 2276 72086 l 72086 906304
2447 81 435 2810 98198 98198 746496
2520 11 l 196 2355 2 4708 364953600
2521 141 1388 10212 455644 912590 55959169202l8l
2556 249 1013 6250 725967 106 483978 6374400
2574 71 390 2451 89408 E 89408 654336
2608 283 1122 870192 117 580128 7244800
2629 73 398 2509 91748 1 61165 3895353
2663 119 533 3122 245744 50 163829 2677500
2700 147 526 3168 237582 53 158388 1843968
2716 E 363 2240 84383 Q 118762 34214400
2733 394 2762 25587 1 51191 344342016002735 33 313 1793 79863 5 112399 1670625

{
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Mctrics for To 1% Intcrfacc Comlcxit
IIE§II§§ N V -3 OC WOOD INF

2736 29 255 1512 22037 22 44074 368360784
2749 E 309 1858 19668 1 27681 737280000
2754 1218 8313 78395 8139773 354 8139773 4862260872
2761 18 118 608 7010 1 9866 11606562
3072 51 220 2976 1 5168 276595200
3154 E 51 220 2976 1 5168 189891072
3236

_!

51 220 2976 1 4776 254837888
3259 13 §@ 3246 3 6492 59479173
3265 19 E 304 2385 1 4769 90627264
3310 j 51 224 3327 1 6653 11829248
3318 51 220 2976 1 5931 1164948483342 1 14 222 1 13483584
3395 10 67 311 5170 1 3446 2129264640
3407 51 220 2976 1 5168 88817792
3429 12 63 296 4188 2 8231 425115648
3432 E 378 2442 92531 10 92531 655411956
3450 32 227 1261 34166 19 34166 18432
3453 31 200 1135 34354 l 34354 642816
3455 10 143 815 4076 1 8010 174240
3507 12 81 405 6096 2 12193 89303808
3620 13 jl}! 3246 3 6492 26620893
3626 19 E 304 2385 1 4769 35349424
3671 51 224 3327 1 6651 4147200
3679 51 220 2976 1 5848 174620672
3801 13 E 208 3246 3 6492 40681693
3807 19 E 304 2385 1 4769 58187500
3852 i 51 224 3327 1 6653 7250432
3860 51 220 2976 1 5905 170755200
3915 445 4653 39343 1644068 1 1644068 17095120
3931 12 78 397 10556 3 21003 6500352
3932 25 120 E 7513 1 15044 1360593938025
3933 190 834 4912 153767 1 305954 53774560
3934 101 @ 4845 201893 13 324026 388397621

- 3937 83 565 3839 153554 10 102369 109386032
3938 108 887 6126 297794 13 297794 105423552
3940 109 813 5709 274041 15 274041 294956725
3943 58 483 3120 125300 l 139222 65661568
3945 47 419 2610 107356 7 71571 44404848
3946 41 288 1771 61104 40736 4739600
3947 115 861 6102 383037 39 383037 182574000
3948 E 520 3432 129865 7 182773 282988800
3978 63 350 1990 33120 1 66241 334139967
3983 E 272 1573 56021 15 112047 2642782464
3997 52 279 1634 63542 16 122125 52000000
4001 207 843 6102 186203 15 206892 1789225200

[KK 165 722 5125 151832 12 168703 848730960
4099 95 516 3119 140351 35 140351 14897520
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Metncs cr To 1% Interface mlexit
@[1Q N V E CC WOOD INF

4108 E 271 1442 57690 18 57690 5111044136 13 l 208 3246 6 6489 16453125
4187 E 51 224 3327 1 6643 2508800
4195 51 220 2976 1 5719 220668032
4207 65 331 1870 32179 1 58709 2106000
4210 31 179 1040 27143 3 54261 378882496
4211 11 72 363 8872 3 5915 13475
4212 87 537 3395 180822 13 120548 176175
4218 154 876 5870 528424 34 587137 1540000
4235 13 @ 208 3246 6 6492 24685492
4241 19 E 304 2385 1 4769 35349424
4282 10 67 311 5170 1 3446 1673400960
4286 51 224 3327 1 6651 4718592l@X 51 220 2976 1 5848 74908800
4309 29 172 928 22156 22156 35525
4313 21 106 514 7938 1 13786 75600
4315 22 134 732 21947 14631 8159382
4319 118 518 2989 62982 1 118592 3330432
4328 108 721 4748 264518 24 264518 15925248
4329 74 486 3155 139709 19 139709 4262400
4343 78 410 2554 105050 16 105050 23766912
4375 288 343 2339 27625 1 27625 288
4376 33 185 890 9764 1 6509 232848
4377 330 2081 15673 1379407 72 1379407 11539770
4612 a 51 220 2976 1 1984 116494848
4682 10 67 311 5170 1 3446 518400000
4694 51 220 2976 1 1984 18580608
4706 42 257 1388 20286 1 38988 5443200
4709 33 310 1767 80073 5 80073 20625
4710 18 131 692 15146 1 15146 3528
4750 11 l 217 3670 6 7212 101376
4752 Q1! 274 1612 86356 11 57571 256000
4826

_]

51 220 2976 1 4776 233280000
4849 13 208 3246 6 6492 49432500
4855 19 E 304 2385 1 4769 73064899
4900 1 51 224 3327 1 6653 8323200
4908 51 220 2976 1 5921 298852352
4922 18 106 544 9968 2 9968 543312648@ 18 106 544 9968 2 9968 171532242
4948 62 330 1977 66128 1 132253 35435232
4952 10 @ 178 2355 2 4710 1018888360
4953 10 l 178 2355 2 4710 1487912040
4958 7 l 196 2826 1 2826 1258432
4960 1 21 78 684 1 684 509796
4961 7 36 158 2108 1 2343 5899068
4977 12 54 251 4468 2 8936 4915200
4990 17 97 443 7546 1 14918 1184832
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Metrics or To 1% Interface mlex1t
IEIEIIKH N V -3 CC WCCD INF

5006 13 E 208 3246 3 6489 16453125
5057 j 51 224 3327 1 6643 2163200
5170 13 E 208 3246 3 6491 21099988
5221 j 51 224 3327 1 6648 3035648
5229 H 51 220 2976 1 5796 208080000
5241 370 1539 10792 367409 1 734849 2578752000@ 11 l 332 6137 2 10657 53900
5377 12 54 251 4468 2 8936 20031168
5379 28 118 579 21579 41475 36288
5392 5 17 59 463 1 926 1220180
5393 13 57 261 3649 1 7296 445196752
5407 E 424 2759 122811 31 122811 1786050

« 5410 122 389 2532 108401 12 108401 40758248
5515 154 569 3895 157967 10 157967 256271400155 @ 3875 164690 10 164690 306409580
@ 156 577 3957 169186 11 169186 305760000

5655 140 540 3710 148930 148930 187087040
5760 175 708 4763 284084 13 284084 242020800
5765 13 E 310 9669 3 10743 464373
5795 155 572 3944 162630 10 162630 205701120
5830 155 572 3944 162630 10 162630 213996875
5865 136 433 2818 107224 107224 42497416138 476 3142 4 121077 6 121077 81395712
5935 170 710 4904 262678 15 262678 165608730
6051 122 928 6557 260785 18 260785 3168244352
6055 97 536 3417 116862 13 116862 17110800556 3710 156385 15 104257 87852960689 4416 209933 l 233259 114307200
6072 61 417 2629 81058 [J 81058 18586944
6145 51 220 2976 1 5168 268748928
6239 165 555 3812 93603 1 187206 152380965
6363 11 51 220 3637 1 7218 633600
6367 l 31 129 1625 2 3250 40716288

liäl 102 560 3550 277198 18 307997 1234200110 576 3899 210962 16 234402 2272272750
6523 120 676 4520 204025 18 204025 33327480
6526 E 218 1322 26137 2 26137 101888640
6527 107 574 3978 156361 12 156361 507574188
6547 Ä 23 88 701 1 1394 264600
6555 3 15 39 128 1 256 4530298815 51 220 3502 3 7004 11353500
6569 15 E 316 9544 2 19088 40344000
6616 10 54 241 6966 1 13861 6400000
6618 10 52 238 5364 1 5960 169000
6620 10 53 243 6561 1 13122 51347560
6644 22 102 527 15324 [ 24594 970200
6646 15 85 417 9802 1 19603 93675015
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Mcmcs for To 1% Imc acc mlcxit
IIEHIEE N V E [(9 W00D INF

6651 20 74 651 1 1305 4260010340736
6654 41 201 1097 51599 2 51599 53136
6656 31 144 756 2 51692 281983936
6661 7 28 112 1400 1 2801 29641467303
6662 256 1225 8664 343162 1 686350 1784217600
6670 10 26 461 1 921 1444000
6675 22 155 870 13985 1 15539 2664288
6681 219 1192 7776 673891 42 1347512 594061371
6690 29 159 878 23713 5 47416 67886100
6694 11 205 2308 1 4616 1002177275
6702 76 327 1849 65831 1 131666 384750000
6703 21 115 595 14507 3 29005 39530064
6708 i 25 95 888 1 1763 10543232
6709 12 [Q 217 3198 1 6395 182988300
6715 53 243 3645 1 7290 215032896
6717 19 97 489 9374 5 18747 587147139
6719 16 71 348 5062 7 10117 22429696
6723 19 107 $1 13790 6 27581 59122224
6726 j 29 116 1193 1 2386 71368704
6732 5 20 72 552 1 1104 19503125 Y6735 11 51 231 3066 1 6132 2479952475
6767 @i 390 2747 30470 1 59884 2811072
6769 22 106 515 9814 9814 317011552
6771 27 137 685 19341 7 19341 471754800
6776 E 607 4076 148638 148638 1558352736
6779 92 624 4137 134645 3 134645 1774649088
6780 123 811 5713 259624 7 259624 3102119532
6782 92 @ 3898 118118 6 118118 2081872508
6785 E 575 3829 129958 3 129958 1835618400
6787 119 749 5173 197101 5 197101 4635059639
6789 104 682 4651 162649 162649 2415167144
6794 223 1209 8396 278212 1 556434 725734768
6805 30 217 1255 19602 1 39204 1182775230
6829 907 10892 93218 9961191 1 9961191 21510412
6831 7 23 88 759 1 1518 ‘ 186957568
6839 77 514 3361 109600 13 109600 108673488
6840 150 1029 6613 574659 28 574659 84375000
6845 78 620 3995 172306 13 172306 80199288
6860 70 415 2577 77860 7 77860 25032280
6864 14 62 281 4742 3 9485 199191776
6921 10 l 187 2492 1 4790 258267240
6928 1 11 31 124 1 247 10969344
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